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Abstract
In this work, we introduce the notion of entropy at infinity, and define a
wide class of noncompact manifolds with negative curvature, those which
admit a critical gap between entropy at infinity and topological entropy.
We call them strongly positively recurrent manifolds (SPR), and provide
many examples. We show that dynamically, they behave as compact
manifolds. In particular, they admit a finite measure of maximal entropy.
Using the point of view of currents at infinity, we show that on these
SPR manifolds the topological entropy of the geodesic flow varies in a
C1-way along (uniformly) C1-perturbations of the metric. This result
generalizes former work of Katok (1982) and Katok-Knieper-Weiss (1991)
in the compact case.
(1)
1 Introduction
1.1 Variation of the topological entropy : An overview
The initial motivation of this work was to answer the following simple question.
Consider a hyperbolic surface of finite volume and a smooth compact pertur-
bation of the metric. Does the topological entropy of the geodesic flow vary
regularly ? More generally, what happens for a smooth perturbation of the
metric of a noncompact negatively curved Riemannian manifold ?
The answer has been known on compact manifolds since almost thirty years
[KKW91, KKPW89, Fla95], and has been extended to the convex-cocompact
case in [Tap11]. A similar argument gives the regularity of the topological
entropy for a perturbation of an Anosov flow, cf [KKW91].
Compactness of the underlying space is crucial in the above results, and no
result was known untill now for manifolds with a non-compact non-wandering
set. Even the case of a smooth compact perturbation of the metric of a finite
volume hyperbolic surface was not accessible with their arguments. Let us recall
the two main steps of their argument to understand why.
The key step is the following inequality, due to Katok in [Kat82] for surfaces,
extended in [KKW91] to all dimensions.
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Theorem 1.1 (Katok 1982 ; Katok-Knieper-Weiss 1991). Let g1, g2 be Rieman-
nian metrics with negative sectional curvature on the same compact manifold
M . Then the entropies of their geodesic flows satisfy
htop(g1) ≤ htop(g2) ×
∫
Sg1M
||v||g2 dmg1BM (v), (1)
where ||v||g2 =
√
g2(v, v) and m
g1
BM is the normalized Bowen-Margulis measure
on the g1-unit tangent bundle Sg1M for the g1-geodesic flow.
Reversing the role of g1 and g2 also provides a lower bound for htop(g1), and
a first order power expansion gives the following smoothness result.
Theorem 1.2 (Katok-Knieper-Weiss 1991). Let (gλ)λ∈(−1,1) be a C2-family of
C2 Riemannian metrics with negative sectional curvature on the same compact
manifold M . Then λ 7→ htop(gλ) is C1, and its derivative is given by
d
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
htop(gλ) = −htop(g0) ×
∫
Sg0M
d
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
||v||gλ dmg0BM (v). (2)
where mg0BM is the normalized Bowen-Margulis measure on the g0-unit tangent
bundle Sg0M for the g0-geodesic flow.
In the previously quoted works, the proofs of (1) strongly use the compact-
ness of the non-wandering set. In the first part of our paper, we use a different
approach to generalize it to the non-compact setting. This improves it even in
the compact case, providing an explicit transformation rule for the entropies,
equality which immediately implies (1), and has other interesting consequences.
The previously known proofs of (2) use the compactness of M for a crucial
point: to ensure the finiteness and the continuity of the normalized Bowen-
Margulis measures mgλBM in the weak-*topology as λ varies. Neither finiteness
of the Bowen-Margulis measure nor its continuity under a variation of the metric
can be ensured in general. Maybe the most striking fact of our work is that we
introduce a new wide class of manifolds, which we call SPR manifolds, SPR
meaning strongly / stably positively recurrent. The terminology Stably positively
recurrent has been introduced by Gurevic-Savchenko [GS98] in the context of
countable Markov shifts. Sarig [Sar01] modified it, in the same context, into
strongly positively recurrent, terminology which has been used later by other
authors as Buzzi [BBG14]. See also the very recent work of Velozo [Vel17], who
follows also this terminology. Both terminologies are meaningful, and had not
yet been considered in a geometric context.
The class of SPR manifolds that we define here has the remarkable property
that the Bowen-Margulis measure is finite, and moreover stays finite and varies
continuously along small perturbations. In particular, under uniformly C2 vari-
ation of such SPR Riemannian metrics, the topological entropy is C1 and its
derivative is given by (2).
These SPR manifolds include finite volume hyperbolic manifolds, and more
generally almost all known examples where the geodesic flow admits a (finite)
measure of maximal entropy, as geometrically finite negatively curved mani-
folds with spectral gap [DOP00], Schottky product examples from [Pei03], and
unpublished examples of Ancona [Anc]. The class of SPR manifolds is much
larger than only the above mentioned examples. We postpone the extensive
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study of SPR manifolds to a later paper [ST]. Therefore, the second half of our
paper will be devoted to the presentation of a geometrical setting, as large as
possible, where this finiteness and continuity of Bowen-Margulis measures can
be ensured.
Let us now present our main results with more details.
1.2 Invariant measures and change of Riemannian metrics
Let (M, g1) be a complete Riemannian manifold, and g2 be another Rieman-
nian metric on M such that there exists C > 1 with
1
C
g1 ≤ g2 ≤ Cg1. We
assume moreover that both g1 and g2 have pinched negative sectional curva-
tures with uniformly bounded derivatives: this implies that g1-geodesics are
g2-quasi-geodesics and the visual boundary of the universal cover (M˜, g1) is
canonically identified with the visual boundary of (M˜, g2); we will denote it by
∂M˜ . We will use extensively this correspondance to compare the dynamics of
the geodesic flows on Sg1M and Sg2M .
Let Γ = pi1(M) acting on the universal cover M˜ , let m be a locally finite
measure on Sg1M , invariant by the geodesic flow (gt1)t∈R, and m˜ its lifts to
Sg1M˜ . We write ∂2M˜ = (∂M˜ × ∂M˜)\Diag. In g1-Hopf coordinates (cf Section
2), Sg1M˜ ' ∂2M˜ × R, and m˜ has a local product structure of the form dm˜ =
dµ× dt, where µ is a Γ-invariant geodesic current on ∂2M˜ . We write therefore
m = mg1µ .
We can now define a measure m˜g2µ on Sg2M˜ , given in g2-Hopf parametriza-
tion by the same local product formula m˜g2µ = dµ × dt: by Γ-invariance, this
induces a locally finite measuremg2µ on Sg2M , which is invariant for the geodesic
flow (gt2)t∈R. The ergodic properties of (Sg1M, gt1,mg1µ ) and (Sg2M, gt2,mg2µ ) are
strongly related.
Well known facts imply that if mg1µ and mg2µ are finite then one is ergodic
or conservative if and only if the other is. The reader may believe that, since
1
C
g1 ≤ g2 ≤ Cg1, then mg1µ is finite if and only if mg2µ is. We will indeed show
that it is the case and relate the masses and entropies of these measures.
In this purpose, let us introduce the instantanous geodesic stretch Eg1→g2 :
Sg1M˜ → R defined for all v ∈ Sg1M˜ by
Eg1→g2(v) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0+
Bg2
v
g1
+
(piv, pigt1v˜) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0+
Bg2
v
g1
+
(o, pigt1v˜),
where Bg2
v
g1
+
(., .) is the Busemann function for g2 based at the end point of the g1-
geodesic generated by v. By Γ invariance, it induces a map Eg1→g2 : Sg1M → R.
We will see in Section 2.3 that this is the derivative along g1-geodesics of a
natural Morse correspondance Ψg1→g2 : Sg1M → Sg2M between the g1 and g2
geodesic flows. This implies the following.
Proposition 1.3. For all mg2µ -measurable map G : Sg2M → R, the map G ◦
Ψg1→g2 is mg1µ -measurable and∫
Sg2M
Gdmg2µ =
∫
Sg1M
G ◦Ψg1→g2 × Eg1→g2 dmg1µ .
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In particular, the masses of mg2µ satisfies∣∣∣∣mg2µ ∣∣∣∣ = ∫
Sg1M
Eg1→g2 dmg1µ .
Some other versions of the geodesic stretch has already been considered in
[FF93] of [Kni95]; we explain in Section 2.3 the relationship with these references
and the interest of our new definition. We then introduce in Section 3 a notion of
local entropy for invariant measures, which is an analogous in the non-compact
setting to Brin-Katok entropy, and which coincides with the classical metric
entropy for Gibbs measures. This also allows us to relate the local entropies of
(Sg1M, gt1,m
g1
µ ) and (Sg2M, gt2,mg2µ ).
Theorem 1.4. Under the previous notations, the local entropies of (gt1,mg1µ )
and (gt2,mg2µ ) are related as follows.
hloc(m
g2
µ , g2) = Iµ(g2, g1) . hloc(m
g1
µ , g1) .
In particular, the combination of the previous theorem with the variational
principle implies that
htop(g2) ≤
∫
Sg2M
Eg2→g1(v)dm
g2
µ (v)
||mg2µ || htop(g1),
which is an optimal improvement of 1.
Eventually, in Section 4, we show that mg1µ is a Gibbs measure for the po-
tential G : Sg1 → R if and only if mg2µ is a Gibbs measure for the potential
G ◦Ψg2→g1 × Eg2→g1 , and give some applications of this last fact to a compari-
son between the length spectrum of (M, g1) and (M, g2).
1.3 Entropy at infinity, SPRmanifolds and Bowen-Margulis
measures
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold with pinched negative sectional curvatures
whose derivatives are uniformly bounded. We introduce a notion of entropy at
infinity (see section 7), which measures the highest possible complexity of the
dynamics outside a compact set in the manifold.
We call the Riemannian manifold (M, g) strongly positively recurrent, shortly
SPR, if the entropy at infinity is strictly smaller than the topological entropy
of the geodesic flow. This SPR property implies that the geodesic flow admits
a measure of maximal entropy, that this fact remains true under a nice small
perturbation of the metric, and that these measures vary continuously in the
narrow topology. Let us summarize the main results that we establish here on
the SPR property. We refer to [ST] for further study of this property and its
consequences.
Theorem 1.5. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold with pinched negative
curvature.
1. The SPR property implies that the geodesic flow admits an invariant prob-
ability measure of maximal entropy mgBM , the so-called Bowen-Margulis
measure. In the terminology of [PS18], the SPR property implies that the
geodesic flow is positively recurrent.
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2. Geometrically finite manifolds with critical gap (see [DOP00]) have the
SPR property ,
3. Topologically infinite examples of [Anc] have the SPR property,
4. Schottky product examples of [Pei03] have the SPR property.
As mentionned above, this SPR property is stable in the following sense.
Theorem 1.6. Let (M, g0) be a SPR manifold with pinched negative curvature
and bounded derivatives of the curvature. Let (gε)ε∈(−1,1) be a C1-uniform vari-
ation of the metric. Then there exists ε0 > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0), the
manifold (M, g0) is SPR. Moreover, the Bowen-Margulis measures (m
gε
BM ) vary
continuously in the narrow topology at ε = 0.
This allows us to show the following regularity property for the topological
entropy, which answers our initial question. We refer to section 7 for technical
details on the assumptions. Denote by htop(g) the topological entropy of the
geodesic flow of the metric g.
Theorem 1.7. Let (M, g0) be a SPR manifold with pinched negative curvature
and bounded derivatives of the curvature. Let (gε) be a C1-uniform variation of
the metric with negative sectional curvatures. Then the map ε→ htop(gε) is C1
near ε = 0, with derivative at 0
dhtop(gε)
d ε |ε=0
= −htop(g0)
∫
Sg0M
d ||v||gε
d ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
d
mg0BM
‖mg0BM‖
,
the measure m
g0
BM
‖mg0BM‖
being the invariant probability measure of maximal entropy
for the g0-geodesic flow.
Let us emphasize the fact that this theorem is valid in a much greater gener-
ality than what we thought initially possible. On the one hand, SPR manifolds
are a very general and interesting class of manifolds, much larger than the well
known and well studied class of finite volume, or even geometrically finite hy-
perbolic manifolds, as illustrated by Theorem 1.5. It may be an optimal class to
get such result in the sense that we guess that phase transitions for the entropy
can happen when the manifold is not SPR (see [ST]).
On the other hand, we allow much more general perturbations than only
compact ones since we deal with noncompact C2-perturbations of our metric,
as soon as they are not too wild at infinity.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we develop the point of
view of geodesic currents at infinity, which allows us to associate to an invariant
measure mg1µ for the geodesic flow for (M, g1) an invariant measure mg2µ for the
geodesic flow on (M, g2), and compare their ergodic properties.
In Section 3, we introduce different notions of entropy and develop methods
of section 2 to relate the entropies of mg1µ and mg2µ .
In Section 4, we recall general fact about Gibbs measures on non-compact
manifolds, we show that mg1µ is a Gibbs measure if and only if mg2µ is and give
applications to the length spectrum.
In Section 5 we show some continuity results for geodesics, Busemann func-
tions and non-normalized Bowen-Margulis measures which will be needed in the
sequel.
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In Section 6, we first show that for a fixed geodesic current µ on ∂2M˜ ,
the metric entropy ε 7→ h (gtε,mgεµ ) is C1 under a C1-uniform variation of the
Riemannian metrics gε. We then show in a very similar proof that, if under
a C1-uniform variation of Riemmanian metrics the normalized Bowen-Margulis
measures mgεBM vary continuously in the narrow topology, then the topological
entropy is also C1.
Eventually, in Section 7, we introduce entropy at infinity and SPR manifolds,
we show that they have finite Bowen-Margulis measure, and that under a small
C1-uniform variation of Riemmanian metrics they remain SPR. On the way, we
give some properties of the entropy at infinity of independent interest.
Theorem 1.5 follows from results of section 7.3, where we provide many
examples of SPR manifolds. Theorem 1.6 is a reformulation of the second part
of Theorem 7.1. At last, our main variational formula for the topological entropy,
Theorem 1.7, follows from Theorems 6.4 and 1.6 (or 7.1).
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2 Hopf parametrization and geodesic currents
2.1 Hopf parametrization and geodesic flow
Let (M, g0) be a complete manifold with pinched negative sectional curvatures
satisfying −b2 ≤ Kg0 ≤ −b2 < 0, and derivatives of the curvature bounded.
Let M˜ be its universal cover, equipped with the lifted metric which we will still
denote by g0, and let ∂g0M˜ be its visual boundary. Let Γ = pi1(M) be the
fundamental group, acting properly by diffeomorphisms on M˜ . Denote by pΓ
indistinctly the projection M˜ →M and its linear tangent map TM˜ → TM . A
metric g on M (or equivalently, a Γ-equivariant metric g on M˜) will be called
admissible if it has pinched negative sectional curvature, if the derivatives of the
curvature are bounded, and if there exists a constant C1(g0, g) > 1 such that at
all x ∈M ,
1
C1(g0, g)
g0 ≤ g ≤ C1(g0, g) g0. (3)
This implies that g-geodesics are g0-quasi-geodesics, which are contained in
the C2(g0, g)-neighbourhood of g0-geodesics, where C2(g0, g) only depends on
C1(g0, g) (see [BH99, Th.1.7 p401]). In particular the visual boundary ∂gM˜
of (M˜, g) is canonically identified to the visual boundary of (M˜, g0), and they
will therefore both be denoted by ∂M˜ . Moreover, this identification is Hölder
continuous w.r.t the visual distances induced by both g0 and g, so that ∂M˜ has
a natural Hölder structure.
The limit set ΛΓ ⊂ ∂M˜ is the set of accumulation points of any orbit Γ.x
on the boundary. It does not depend either of the chosen admissible metric.
The radial limit set ΛrΓ ⊂ ΛΓ is the set of endpoints of geodesics which, on the
quotient manifold M , return infinitely often to some compact set. It does not
depend either on the chosen admissible metric.
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Let us fix once for all a point o ∈ M˜ . Let g be any admissible metric on M ,
and dg the distance induced by g on M and M˜ . Denote by SgM (resp. SgM˜)
the unit tangent bundle of (M, g) (resp. (M˜, g)), and ∂2M˜ = (∂M˜×∂M˜)\Diag.
We write pi : TM → M and pi : TM˜ → M˜ the projections from the tangent
bundle to its base, and by (gt)t∈R the geodesic flow on SgM or SgM˜ . For any
v ∈ SgM˜ , write vg− and vg+ for the endpoints in ∂M˜ of the geodesic {pigtv; t ∈ R}.
Remark 2.1. We keep track in our notations of the metric g since we will soon
compare these quantities for two different admissible metrics g1 and g2.
For all ξ ∈ ∂M˜ , let Bgξ be the Busemann function at ξ defined, for any x, y ∈ M˜ ,
by
Bgξ (x, y) = lim
z→ξ
dg(x, z)− dg(y, z).
The map
Hg : v 7→
(
vg−, v
g
+,Bvg+(o, piv)
)
is a Hölder homeomorphism from SgM˜ to ∂2M˜×R, called the Hopf parametriza-
tion of the unit tangent bundle.
The action of Γ by (differentials of) isometries on SgM˜ can be written in
these coordinates as
γ.(vg−, v
g
+, t) =
(
γ.vg−, γ.v
g
+, t+ Bgvg+(o, γ
−1.o)
)
.
Let us emphasize the fact that this action of Γ on ∂2M˜×R, and more specifically
on the third factor, depends strongly on the cocycle Bg, and therefore on the
metric g.
2.2 Geodesic currents and invariant measures
In the coordinates given by the Hopf parametrization of SgM˜ , the geodesic flow
(gt) acts by translation on the last factor : for all v ∈ SgM˜ , and s ∈ R,
if Hg(v) = (v−, v+, t) then Hg(gsv) = (v−, v+, t+ s) .
Therefore, any positive Radon measure m on SgM invariant by the flow lifts to
a measure m˜ on SgM˜ of the form m˜ = (Hg)∗(µ× dt), where dt is the Lebesgue
measure on R, and µ is a Γ-invariant locally finite positive measure on ∂2M˜ .
Definition 2.2 (Geodesic current). A Γ-invariant geodesic current, or simply
geodesic current, is a Γ-invariant positive Radon measure on ∂2M˜ .
Given any geodesic current µ and any admissible metric g on M , we will
denote by mgµ the unique measure on SgM invariant by the geodesic flow (gt)
whose lifts on SgM˜ is m˜gµ = (Hg)∗(dµ×dt). The non-wandering set Ωg ⊂ SgM
of the geodesic flow (gt) is
Ωg = (Hg)−1 ((ΛΓ × ΛΓ)\Diag× R) .
It was shown in Eberlein [Ebe72] that for the geodesic flow of a negatively curved
manifold, this definition coincides with the usual definition of the nonwandering
set of a flow.
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It follows from (3) and [BH99, Thm 1.7 p401] that Ωg is compact (i.e. (M,g)
is convex-cocompact) if and only if Ωg0 is. We will mainly be interested in the
case where Ωg is not compact.
The measure mgµ is locally finite, but may have infinite mass as soon as
(M, g) is not convex-cocompact. We will use all over this paper the fact that
many properties of the measure mgµ only depend on the geodesic current µ and
not on the chosen admissible metric g.
Recall first that an invariant measure is ergodic if every invariant set either
has measure zero or its complementary set has measure zero. An invariant
measure is periodic if it is (proportional to) the Lebesgue measure on a periodic
orbit. The measure m is conservative if it satisfies the conclusion of Poincaré
recurrence Theorem : for all sets A of positive measure m(A) > 0, and m-
almost all vectors v, the orbit (gtv) returns infinitely often in A. The measure
m has a product structure if the associated geodesic current is equivalent to a
product of measures on ∂M˜ . The measure m is strongly mixing if it is finite
and satisfies m(A ∩ gtB) → m(A)m(B) when t → ±∞ for all Borel sets A,B.
It is weakly mixing if it is finite and 1T
∫ T
0
|m(A ∩ gtB)−m(A)m(B)| goes to 0
when T → ±∞ for all Borel sets A,B.
First well known properties are given in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Let µ be a geodesic current, let g1 and g2 be two admissible
metrics on M . Then
1. the measure mg1µ is supported by a (finite number of) closed geodesic(s) if
and only if mg2µ is ;
2. the measure mg1µ is ergodic for the geodesic flow (gt1) if and only if mg2µ is
ergodic for the geodesic flow (gt2) ;
3. the measure mg1µ is conservative for the geodesic flow (gt1) if and only if
mg2µ is conservative for the geodesic flow (gt2) ;
4. the measure mg1µ has a local product structure iff the measure mg2µ has a
local product structure.
Proof. The measure mg1µ is supported by a closed geodesic if and only if µ is
carried by the Γ-orbit of a couple (ξ−, ξ+) ∈ ∂2M˜ where ξ− and ξ+ are the fixed
point of a hyperbolic element γ ∈ Γ. Since this property does not depend on
g1, it shows 1.
The measure mg1µ is ergodic for the geodesic flow (gt1) if and only µ is ergodic
under the action of Γ on ∂2M˜ (cf for instance [Rob03, p. 19]). This property
only depends on µ, which shows 2.
The measuremg1µ is conservative for the geodesic flow (gt1) if and only µ gives
full measure to ΛrΓ×ΛrΓ [Rob03, proof of (b) page 19] where ΛrΓ is the radial limit
set, which does not depend on the (admissible) metric gi. This shows 3.
One should note that in general an invariant measure mgµ, even with finite
total mass, has no reason to be a probability measure.
We will see further nontrivial relationships between mg1µ and mg2µ later. It
would be interesting to know if this kind of result can be extended to mix-
ing property. Explicit examples of mixing measures have all a local product
structure. But there exist mixing measures without such a product structure.
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2.3 Geodesic stretches
Let g1 and g2 be two admissible metrics. For all v ∈ Sg1M , define the quantity
eg1→g2(v) = inf
t>0
dg2(piv˜, pigt1v˜)
t
, (4)
where v˜ is a lift of v to SgM˜ . This does not depend on the choice of v˜. Knieper
showed in [Kni95] that if m is any invariant measure for (gt1), then for m-almost
every v ∈ Sg1M ,
eg1→g2(v) = lim
t→+∞
dg2(piv˜, pigt1v˜)
t
. (5)
This asymptotic geodesic stretch has been studied by many authors, among
which [FF93], [Kni95], [Glo15]. Sambarino uses a different point of view of
reparametrization of the geodesic flow (see for example [Sam15]) which is very
close from our point of view below.
Recall that, ξ ∈ ∂M˜ being fixed, the Busemann function Bgξ (,˙)˙ is C2 on M˜2
[HIH77, prop. 3.1]. Therefore, for all v ∈ Sg1M , we can define
Eg1→g2(v) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0+
Bg2
v
g1
+
(piv, pigt1v˜) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0+
Bg2
v
g1
+
(o, pigt1v˜), (6)
where v˜ ∈ Sg1M˜ is any lift of v, and Bg2
v
g1
+
(., .) is the Busemann function for g2
based at the end point of the g1-geodesic generated by v. This definition was
inspired by Ledrappier’s paper [Led94]. In his notations, our geodesic stretch
satisfies Eg1→g2(v) = αg2(v), where αg2 is the harmonic 1-form on the g1-stable
foliation associated to the Busemann cocycle of the metric g2.
A g1-geodesic
Two g2-geodesics
A g2-horosphere
v gt1v
v
g1
+
Bg2
v
g1
+
(piv, pigt1v)
Figure 1: Geodesic stretch
Definition 2.4 (Geodesic stretch). The maps eg1→g2 : Sg1M → R and Eg1→g2 :
Sg1M → R will be called respectively the asymptotic and instantaneous geodesic
stretch of g2 with respect to g1.
Anyway, we will most of the time call them both without distinction geodesic
stretch.
By construction, for all v ∈ Sg1M , Eg1→g1(v) = eg1→g1(v) = 1. Observe that
there is no obvious relation from the definition between eg1→g2 (resp. Eg1→g2)
and eg2→g1 (resp. Eg2→g1).
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If m is ergodic, then eg1→g2 is m-almost everywhere constant. Of course its
value strongly depends on the measure m. On the opposite, the map Eg1→g2 is
defined everywhere and does not depends on the chosen measure. It is in general
non-constant, globally Hölder on Sg1M [Bal95, Appendix of Brin],[PPS15, thm
7.3], and C1 along g1-geodesics (as Busemann functions are C2, see [HIH77]).
We will need the following basic estimate.
Lemma 2.5. Let g1 and g2 be two admissible metrics, and m any g1-invariant
measure. For m-almost all v ∈ Sg1M˜ ,
eg1→g2(v) ≤
∫
Sg1M
||v||g2 dm ,
whereas for all v ∈ Sg1M˜ ,
Eg1→g2(v) ≤ ||v||g2 .
Proof. The first estimate was shown in [Kni95, p.44]. The second follows from
triangular inequality. Indeed, for all t ≥ 0, Bg2
v
g1
+
(pi(v), pi(gt1v)) ≤ dg2(pi(v), pi(gt1v)),
and these two quantities vanish at t = 0 so that their derivatives at t = 0 satisfy
the same inequality. Moreover, dg2(pi(v), pi(gt1v)) is smaller than the g2-length
of the curve (pi(gs1v))0≤s≤t, whose derivative at zero is exactly ‖v‖g2 .
Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.8 below justify the common name of geodesic
stretch given to the two maps eg1→g2 and Eg1→g2 . Before stating them, recall a
well known feature of negative curvature. On a geodesic space X, each triangle
(x, y, z) admits an interior triangle (p, q, r) such that d(r, x) = d(q, x), d(q, z) =
d(p, z) and d(p, y) = d(r, y). If g is a metric with negative curvature, there exists
a universal constant ∆(g) such that for any geodesic triangle (x, y, z) in M˜ , the
associated interior triangle has sides smaller than ∆(g).
Lemma 2.6. There exists C3 = C3(g1, g2) > 0, depending only on the constant
C2(g1, g2) and the hyperbolicity constant ∆(g2), such that for all v˜ ∈ Sg1M˜ and
for all T > 0,
∣∣∣dg2(piv˜, pigT1 v˜)− Bg2vg1+ (piv˜, pigT1 v˜)∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣dg2(piv˜, pigT1 v˜)−
∫ T
0
Eg1→g2(gt1v˜)dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C3(g1, g2) .
Proof. Let v˜ ∈ Sg1M˜ and T > 0 be fixed. We write x = piv˜, xT = pigT1 v˜, and
zT be the intersection between the g2-geodesic (x, v
g1
+ )
g2 and the g2-horosphere
centered at vg1+ passing thorough xT .
We will need at several occasions the following estimate.
Fact 2.7. With above notations, dg2(xT , zT ) ≤ 2C2(g1, g2) + ∆(g2).
Let us first prove this fact. Consider the g2-geodesic triangle x, xT , v
g1
+ and
its interior triangle, say p ∈ (xT , vg1+ ), q ∈ (x, xT ), r ∈ (x, vg1+ ).
Then by definition of zT , dg2(zT , r) = dg2(xT , q), so that dg2(xT , zT ) ≤
2dg2(xT , q) + d
g2(q, r). Now, the definition of (p, q, r) implies dg2(xT , q) ≤
dg2(xT , (x, v
g1
+ )) ≤ C2(g1, g2). The fact follows.
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g1-geodesic
g2-geodesics
g2-horosphere
x
v
g1
+
p
xT
zT
q
r
Figure 2: Proof of lemma 2.6
By definition (6),∫ T
0
Eg1→g2(gt1v˜)dt = Bg2vg1+ (piv˜, pig
T
1 v˜) = d
g2(x, zT ) .
Thanks to the above fact, we get
|dg2(x, xT )− dg2(x, zT )| ≤ dg2(xT , zT ) ≤ 2C2(g1, g2) + ∆(g2) .
The result of the lemma follows, with C3(g1, g2) = 2C2(g1, g2) + ∆(g2).
Corollary 2.8. Let m be an ergodic probability measure on Sg1M , invariant
by the geodesic flow (gt1). Then∫
Sg1M
eg1→g2(v)dm(v) =
∫
Sg1M
Eg1→g2(v)dm(v) .
Moreover, for m-almost every v ∈ Sg1M and all lifts v˜ ∈ Sg1M˜ of v,
lim
T→+∞
dg2(piv˜, pigT1 v˜)
T
= lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T
0
Eg1→g2(gt1v˜)dt =
∫
Sg1M
Eg1→g2(w)dm(w) .
Proof. It follows from the previous lemma that for all ε > 0, there exists T0 > 0
such that for all T ≥ T0 and all v˜ ∈ Sg1M˜ ,
1
T
∣∣∣∣∣dg2(piv˜, pigT1 v˜)−
∫ T
0
Eg1→g2(gt1v˜)dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε.
Since mg1µ is ergodic, for mg1µ -almost all vector v ∈ Sg1 ,∫
Sg1M
Eg1→g2(v)dm(v) = lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T
0
Eg1→g2(gt1v˜)dt
and ∫
Sg1M
eg1→g2(v)dm(v) = lim
T→+∞
dg2(piv˜, pigT1 v˜)
T
,
which concludes the proof of the corollary.
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Let us emphasize the fact that the measures which we will consider will
usually have finite mass, but may not be probability measures. We will denote
by ‖m‖ the mass of a finite measure m on TM .
Definition 2.9 (Geodesic stretch with respect to a geodesic current). Let µ
be a geodesic current on ∂2M˜ such that mgµ is finite. We will call (average)
geodesic stretch of g2 relative to g1 with respect to µ the quantity
Iµ(g1, g2) =
1
‖mg1µ ‖
∫
Sg1M
Eg1→g2(v)dmg1µ (v) =
1
‖mg1µ ‖
∫
Sg1M
eg1→g2(v)dmg1µ (v) .
By Corollary 2.8, Iµ(g1, g2) coincides with the definition of the geodesic
stretch studied in [Kni95] (note that Knieper only considers invariant probability
measures).
When (M, g) has finite volume and µ is the Liouville geodesic current of g1,
then
Iµ(g1, g2).Vol(Sg1M) = i(g1, g2),
where i(g1, g2) is the intersection between the metrics g1 and g2 studied in
[FF93].
It follows from the definition that for all geodesic current µ such that mgµ is
finite, Iµ(g1, g1) = 1.
Remark 2.10 (Geodesic stretches and Thurston metric). Given two nega-
tively curved metrics g1 and g2 on a compact surface S, the Thurston distance
dTh(g1, g2) is defined as the supremum over all periodic orbits of the ratios of
their lengths :
dTh(g1, g2) = sup
γ
(
`g2(γ)
`g1(γ)
,
`g1(γ)
`g2(γ)
)
.
With our notations, this distance could also be defined as the following supre-
mum
dTh(g1, g2) = sup
µ
(Iµ(g1, g2), Iµ(g2, g1))
over all currents µ associated to ergodic measures. Indeed, considering periodic
measures immediately shows that Thurston distance is smaller than the above
supremum. In the other direction, the density of periodic measures in the set
of ergodic measures gives the above equality.
2.4 Morse correspondances and geodesic stretches
To compare dynamics of the geodesic flows on Sg1M and Sg2M , it is natural
to consider their dynamics modulo the Γ-action on Sg1M˜ and Sg2M˜ . Hopf
coordinates are a good motivation to consider the map
Φ˜g1→g2 := (Hg2)−1 ◦Hg1 : Sg1M˜ → Sg2M˜ .
It is a Hölder homeomorphism, but it is unfortunately not Γ-equivariant, as
both Γ-actions on each unit tangent bundle SgiM˜ are different. In other words,
as said earlier, on ∂2M˜ ×R, these Γ-actions involve different cocycles on the R
component.
Despite its non-invariance, this map is sometimes useful, because it has the
nice property to commute with both geodesic flows. But we need to find another
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map from Sg1M˜ to Sg2M˜ which will be Γ- equivariant. We proceed as follows.
For all v ∈ Sg1M˜ , let w = Ψ˜g1→g2(v) be the unique vector in Sg2M˜ on the
g2-geodesic joining v
g1
− to v
g1
+ satisfying Bg2vg1+ (pi(v), pi(w)) = 0.
vg1+
v
Ψg1→g2(v)
g2-horosphere
g2-geodesic
g1-geodesic
Figure 3: Morse correspondance
Lemma 2.11. The map Ψg1→g2 is Hölder continuous. Moreover, for all v ∈
Sg1M˜ , we have
dg2(v,Ψg1→g2(v)) ≤ C3(g1, g2) ,
where C3(g1, g2) is the constant given by Lemma 2.6.
Proof. It is Hölder continuous as composition of the maps Φg1→g2 and some
time gt2 of the geodesic flow, with t = t(v) depending Hölder-continuously of v.
The bound on dg2(v,Ψg1→g2(v)) has already been proved in Fact 2.7.
By construction, the correspondance Ψ˜g1→g2 is Γ-invariant. We denote by
Ψg1→g2 the induced map from Sg1M to Sg2M . It is a homeomorphism homo-
topic to identity sending (gt1)-orbits to (gt2)-orbits, i.e. a (g1, g2)-Morse corre-
spondance in the sense of [FF93].
By definition of both correspondances, the following lemma holds. It says
that the geodesic flows (gt1) and (gs2) on the unit tangent bundles SgiM˜ are
conjugated by Φg1→g2 , and conjugated up to reparametrization by the Morse
correspondance Ψg1→g2 .
Lemma 2.12. With the above notations, we have for all v ∈ Sg1M˜
1. Φg1→g2 ◦ gt1(v) = gt2 ◦ Φg1→g2(v) .
2. Φg2→g1 = (Φg1→g2)−1 .
3. Ψg1→g2◦gt1(v) = gs
g1→g2 (t,v)
2 ◦Ψg1→g2(v), with sg1→g2(t, v) = Bg2vg1+ (pi(v), pi(g
t
1v)).
4. Ψg1→g2(v) = gτ
g1→g2 (v)
2 ◦ Φg1→g2(v) , with
τg1→g2(v) = Bg2
v
g1
+
(o, pi(v))− Bg1
v
g1
+
(o, pi(v)).
5. Ψg2→g1◦Ψg1→g2(v) = gσg1→g2 (v)1 (v) , with σg1→g2(v) = Bg1vg1+ (pi(v), pi(Ψ
g1→g2v)).
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Let us emphasize that Φg1→g2 and its inverse are not Γ-invariant, Ψg1→g2 and
its inverse are Γ-invariant, the map τg1→g2 is not Γ-invariant, whereas σg1→g2
and the cocycle sg1→g2(t, v) are Γ-invariant.
Proof. The fact that Φg1→g2 commutes with the geodesic flows of g1 and g2 is
immediate by definition of Hopf coordinates. The property about its inverse is
also obvious.
By definition of Ψg1→g2 , the vectors Ψg1→g2(gt1v), for t ∈ R, all lie on the
g2-geodesic joining v
g1
− to v
g2
+ . The only question is to compute
sg1→g2(t, v) = Bg2
v
g1
+
(pi(Ψg1→g2(v)), pi(Ψg1→g2(gt1v))) .
By definition of Ψg1→g2 ,
Bg2
v
g1
+
(piΨg1→g2(gt1v), pi(g
t
1v)) = 0 = Bg2vg1+ (piΨ
g1→g2(v), pi(v)) .
Using the cocycle properties of Bg2
v
g1
+
, we deduce immediately that sg1→g2(t, v)
is the algebraic g2-distance Bg2vg1+ (pi(v), pi(g
t
1v)).
The next affirmation follows from the computation
τg1→g2(v) = Bg2
v
g1
+
(Φg1→g2(v),Ψg1→g2(v)) = Bg2
v
g1
+
(o, pi(v))− Bg2
v
g1
+
(o,Φg1→g2(v))
= Bg2
v
g1
+
(o, pi(v))− Bg1
v
g1
+
(o, v) .
The last statement follows easily from the previous one.
2.5 Change of mass
We will need the following variant of Lemma 2.6, which shows once more that
Eg1→g2 behaves asymptotically as the infinitesimal reparametrization of the flow
given by Morse correspondance Ψg1→g2 : Sg1M˜ → Sg2M˜ .
Proposition 2.13. Let G : Sg2M → R be a continuous map and G˜ : Sg2M˜ →
R be its (Γ-invariant) lift to Sg2M˜ . Then for all v ∈ Sg1M˜ , T ≥ 0, and
w = Ψg1→g2(v), we have∫ sg1→g2 (T,v)
0
G˜(gs2w) ds =
∫ T
0
G ◦Ψg1→g2(gt1v)× Eg1→g2(gt1v) dt ,
with sg1→g2(T, v) = Bg2
v
g1
+
(pi(v), pi(gT1 v)) as in Lemma 2.12.
If moreover G is bounded, then there exists C = C(G, g1, g2) such that for
all v ∈ Sg1M˜ , T ≥ 0, and w = Ψg1→g2(v), we have∣∣∣∣∣
∫ dg2 (v,gT1 v)
0
G˜(gs2w), ds−
∫ T
0
G˜ ◦Ψg1→g2(gt1v)× Eg1→g2(gt1v) dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C .
If G is not bounded, then for all compact sets K ⊂ Sg1M there exists another
constant C ′ = C ′(G,K, g1, g2) such that for all v ∈ Sg1M˜ and T ∈ R such that
both v and gT1 v project inside K, K˜ ⊂ Sg1M˜ , we have∣∣∣∣∣
∫ dg2 (v,gT1 v)
0
G˜(gs2w), ds−
∫ T
0
G˜ ◦Ψg1→g2(gt1v)× Eg1→g2(gt1v) dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C ′ .
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The geodesic stretch Eg1→g2 can therefore be understood as the instanta-
neous reparametrization of the flow (gt1) in the correspondance Ψg1→g2 .
Proof. The first equality is a simple change of variable using Lemma 2.12. The
second follows using Lemma 2.6 and the fact that F is bounded. Indeed,∣∣∣∣∣
∫ dg2 (v,gT1 v)
0
G(gs2w), ds−
∫ T
0
F ◦Ψg1→g2(gt1v)× Eg1→g2(gt1v) dt
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ dg2 (v,gT1 v)
s(T,v)
G(gs2w) ds
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖G‖∞ ×
∣∣∣dg2(v, gT1 v)− Bg2vg1+ (pi(v), pi(gt1v))∣∣∣
= ‖G‖∞ ×
∣∣∣∣∣dg2(v, gT1 v)−
∫ T
0
Eg1→g2(gt1v) dt
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C1‖G‖∞ .
The last assertion is a variation on the second one. If v and gT1 v are in a
compact set K, for any parameter s such that |s| ≤ C3(g1, g2), gT±s1 v belongs
to the C3(g1, g2)-neighbourhood of K, on which G is bounded. The above
computation therefore applies verbatim.
Remark 2.14. Proposition 1.3 follows immediately: given any mg2µ -measurable
map G : Sg2M → R, the map G ◦ Ψg1→g2 is mg1µ -measurable and G on Sg2M ,
and we have ∫
Sg2M
Gdmg2µ =
∫
Sg1M
G ◦Ψg1→g2 × Eg1→g2 dmg1µ .
The corollary below follows immediately from the above Remark. It gives a
nice interpretation of the geodesic stretch Iµ(g1, g2).
Corollary 2.15 (Mass transformation law). Let µ be a geodesic current such
that mg1µ is ergodic and has finite total mass, denoted by ‖mg1µ ‖. Then
‖mg2µ ‖ = Iµ(g1, g2)× ‖mg1µ ‖ .
In particular mg1µ has finite mass if and only if mg2µ has finite mass. Moreover,
when it is the case,
Iµ(g1, g2) =
1
Iµ(g2, g1)
=
‖mg2µ ‖
‖mg1µ ‖ .
Remark 2.16. The previous formula is very natural if Iµ(g2, g1) is interpreted
as the average dilation of the reparametrization of the flow via the Morse corre-
spondance Ψg1→g2 . Indeed, in the case where (gt1) and (gt2) are suspension flows
over a (fixed) compact basis for distinct ceiling functions, the above formula is
well known [Abr59].
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2.6 Periodic orbits and geodesic stretch
In this section we relate geodesic stretch and lengths of periodic orbits. The
results will not be useful in the sequel of the paper, but are enlightening about
the geodesic stretch.
For i = 1, 2, for any hyperbolic element γ ∈ Γ, let γgi be the closed gi-
geodesic associated to the conjugacy class of γ. Let `gi(γ) be its gi-length,
and d`giγ be the Lebesgue measure along the geodesic γgi . Observe that, up
to normalizing constants, the periodic measure d`giγ , i = 1, 2, induce the same
current at infinity.
Since mg1µ is finite and ergodic, there exists a sequence (γk)k∈N of hyperbolic
elements such that in the weak topology,
lim
k→∞
d`γg1k
`g1(γk)
=
mg1µ
‖mg1µ ‖ ,
see for instance [CS10, Lemma 2.2]. This convergence holds a priori in the dual of
continuous functions with compact support. But as all measures involved above
are probability measures, this convergence also holds in the dual of bounded
continuous functions of Sg1M .
We can moreover suppose that lim
k→∞
`g1(γk) = +∞.
The following proposition shows that the same happens on Sg2M , and that
the ratio of lengths of periodic orbits in both metrics allows to recover the
geodesic stretch.
Proposition 2.17. Let (M, gi), i = 1, 2, be two admissible Riemannian struc-
tures with pinched negative curvature. Let µ be a geodesic current such that
both measures mgiµ are finite. Let (γk) be a sequence of hyperbolic elements such
that
d`g1γk
`g1 (γk)
converges weakly to m
g1
µ
‖mg1µ ‖ in the dual of bounded continuous func-
tions. Then
d`g2γk
`g2 (γk)
converges weakly to m
g2
µ
‖mg2µ ‖ in the dual of bounded continuous
functions.
Moreover, the ratios of lengths satisfy
lim
k→+∞
`g2(γk)
`g1(γk)
= Iµ(g1, g2) .
The proof is separated in two lemmas. The first one asserts that viewed
on Sg2M , the sequence of periodic probability measures associated to (γk) also
converges to m
g2
µ
‖mg2µ ‖ in the dual of bounded continuous functions. The second
says that the ratio of lengths `g2(γk)/`g1(γk) converges to the average geodesic
stretch Iµ(g1, g2).
Lemma 2.18. With the previous notations, for the same sequence (γk), in the
dual of continuous bounded functions of Sg2M ,
lim
k→∞
d`g2γk
`g2(γk)
=
mg2µ
‖mg2µ ‖ .
Proof. First, as the sequence of probability measures
d`g1γk
`g1 (γk)
converges to the
probability measure m
g1
µ
‖mg1µ ‖ , the Γ-invariant lift of
d`g1γk
`g1 (γk)
to Sg1M˜ converges
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in the dual of continuous functions with compact support towards m˜
g1
µ
‖mg1µ ‖ . Us-
ing Hopf coordinates, we deduce that the geodesic current on ∂2M˜ associated
through Hg1 to
d`
γ
g1
k
`g1 (γk)
converges weakly (in the dual of continuous functions
with compact support) to µ. Using the same reasoning in the other direction,
we obtain that the sequence of probability measures
d`g2γk
`g2 (γk)
converges weakly
(in the dual of continuous functions with compact support) to some multiple of
mg2µ /‖mg2µ ‖.
It is not exactly the desired result. To get the convergence towards the prob-
ability measure mg2µ /‖mg2µ ‖, and in the dual of bounded continuous functions,
we need to avoid a possible loss of mass at infinity. To establish this conver-
gence, it is necessary and sufficient to prove that
d`g2γk
`g2 (γk)
does not diverge. In
other words, we want to check that for all ε > 0, there exists a compact set
Kε ⊂ Sg2M , such that for all k ≥ 0 large enough,
d`g2γk
`g2(γk)
(Kε) ≥ 1− ε .
It follows easily from the fact that there exists a constant C = C(g1, g2) such
that any g2-geodesic of M˜ stays in a C(g1, g2)-neighbourhood of the g1-geodesic
with same endpoints at infinity. Let us write the detail of the argument.
Choose first some ε > 0, and some compact setK1 ⊂M such that m
g1
µ (S
g1K1)
‖mg1µ ‖ ≥
1 − ε/2. By convergence of d`
g1
γk
`g1 (γk)
, for all k ≥ k0 large enough, we also have
`g1γk
(Sg1K1)
`g1 (γk)
≥ 1− ε.
Now, choose a relatively compact preimage K˜1 ∈ M˜ , its g2-convex closure
K˜2 and K˜3 ⊃ K˜2 a larger compact convex set of M˜ containing a 2C(g1, g2)-
neighbourhood of K˜2 for both metrics g1 and g2.
Consider a lift γ˜g1k of the g1-geodesic γ
g1
k which intersects K˜1, and the asso-
ciated lift γ˜g2k of the g2-geodesic γ
g2
k , at distance at most C(g1, g2) from γ˜
g1
k . Let
a, b be two points on γ˜g2k such that the length `
g2
γk
((a, b)) = `g2(γk). We want
to estimate the proportion of g2-length of [a, b] outside Γ.K = Γ.Sg2K3.
γ˜g2k
ci
K˜2 K˜3
a1
ai
di
bi
γ˜g1k
b1a
b
K˜1
Figure 4: Proof of Lemma 2.18
By convexity of K˜3, we can write (a, b)∩(Γ.K˜3)c as the disjoint union unionsq(ai, bi)
of finitely many intervals. Thus, we have to show that
`g2γk(Kc)
`g2(γk)
=
∑
i `
g2
γk
(ai, bi)
`g2(γk)
≤ ε .
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Choose two points ci and di on γ˜
g1
k whose projections (for the metric g2)
on the g2-geodesic γ˜
g2
k are exactly ai and bi. Such points are not necessarily
unique but always exist: take ci in the intersection of γ˜
g1
k with the hyperplane
orthogonal to γ˜g2k at ai. Denote by (ci, di) the g1-geodesic segment on γ˜
g1
k , and
let λ > 0 be such that 1λg2 ≤ g1 ≤ λg2. We have
`g2γk(ai, bi) = d
g2(ai, bi) ≤ dg2(ci, di) ≤ `g2(ci, di) ≤
√
λ`g1(ci, di) .
We deduce that
`g2γk(Kc)
`g2(γk)
≤ λ
∑
i
`g1(ci, di)
`g1(γk)
≤ λ`
g1((Sg1Γ.K˜1)
c) ∩ γ˜g1k )
`g1(γk)
,
the last inequality coming from the fact that, as ai and bi are in the boundary
of Γ.K˜3, and ci and di are at distance at most C(g1, g2) resp. from ai and di,
they cannot belong to Γ.K˜2, so that the segment (ci, di) does not intersect Γ.K˜1.
This proves that
`g2γk(Kc)
`g2(γk)
≤ λε ,
which concludes the proof (up to changing ε in ε/λ).
Moreover, the lengths `g1(γk) and `g2(γk) are related as follows.
Lemma 2.19. With the previous notations, for the same sequence (γk),
lim
k→+∞
`g2(γk)
`g1(γk)
= Iµ(g1, g2) .
Proof. For all k ∈ N, let vg1k (resp. vg2k ) be a tangent vector to γg1k (resp.
γg2k ) such that d
g2(pivg1k , piv
g2
k ) ≤ C(g1, g2), where C(g1, g2) > 0 is the constant
coming from (3). Let v˜g1k ∈ Sg1M˜ and v˜g2k ∈ Sg2M˜ be lifts of vg1k and vg2k such
that again, dg2(piv˜g1k , piv˜
g2
k ) ≤ C(g1, g2). It follows from Proposition 2.13 applied
to F ≡ 1 that there exists C1 > 0, only depending on C(g1, g2) and the bounds
on the curvature, such that∣∣∣∣∣`g2(γk)−
∫ `g1 (γk)
0
Eg1→g2(gt1v˜)dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C1 .
Therefore, ∣∣∣∣∣`g2(γk)`g1(γk) − 1`g1(γk)
∫ `g1 (γk)
0
Eg1→g2(gt1v˜)dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C1`g1(γk) .
By Lemma 2.18, as Eg1→g2 is bounded and continuous, we know that
1
`g1(γk)
∫ `g1 (γk)
0
Eg1→g2(gt1v˜)dt→ Iµ(g1, g2) ,
so that the conclusion follows.
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3 Entropy of finite measures
In this section, given two admissible metrics g1 and g2 as before, and a geodesic
current µ on ∂2M˜ , we wish to compare the entropies of the measures mg1µ
and mg2µ . Theorem 3.11 establishes that their ratio is the average geodesic
stretch between g1 and g2 w.r.t µ, but in the reverse direction compared to the
relation between their masses, which leads to Corollary 3.12, which states that
the product of the entropy of mgiµ by its mass ‖mgiµ ‖ remains constant under an
admissible change of metric.
First, we will recall some definitions and relations between dynamical balls
(subsection 3.1). In subsection 3.2, we compare two notions of entropy of a mea-
sure, the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy and the local Brin-Katok entropy, recalling
well and less known results of Brin-Katok and Riquelme. It allows us to prove
Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 3.12 in subsection 3.3.
3.1 Dynamical balls and shadows
If (ϕt) is a continuous dynamical system on a metric space (X, d), a dynamical
ball is a ball for the dynamical distance dT (x, y) = sup0≤t≤T d(ϕtx, ϕty).
We will restrict ourselves to geodesic flows associated to a Riemannian metric
g on SgM . For such geometric dynamical systems, it is more convenient to work
with the Riemannian distance induced by the metric g on M or M˜ instead of
the distance coming from the Sasaki metric on TM or TM˜ . We refer to [Bal95,
p.70] and [PPS15, p.19-20] for a discussion about the fact that it is the good
thing to do in this case.
For all ε, T > 0 and v ∈ SgM˜ , we will call dynamical ball of center v,
diameter ε and length T the set
Bg(v, T, ε) = {w ∈ SgM˜, dg(pi(gtv), pi(gtw)) ≤ ε, for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T} .
Note that Bg(v, 0, ε) is the ε-ball with center v for the distance dg defined above.
Remark 3.1. On the quotient, for v ∈ SgM , one can either consider the
quotient dynamical ball Bg(v, T, ε) = pΓ(Bg(v˜, T, ε)), v˜ being any lift of v to
SgM˜ . There is also a more dynamical definition, as
Bgdyn(v, T, ε) = {w ∈ SgM, dg(pi(gtv), pi(gtw)) ≤ ε, for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T} .
Of course, if v˜ ∈ SgM˜ and v = pΓ(v˜) ∈ SgM , one has the obvious inclusion
Bg(v, T, ε)) = pΓ(B
g(v˜, T, ε) ⊂ Bgdyn(v, T, ε) . (7)
One can easily see that this inclusion is an equality when the injectivity radius
of M is uniformly bounded from below, as soon as ε is small enough. However,
when the injectivity radius of M is not bounded from below, one can build
examples where this inclusion is not an equality [Bel17, Vel17].
It turns out that in many cases, the most natural dynamical ball to consider
is the small ball pΓ(Bg(v˜, T, ε). Therefore, we will call it the small dynamical
ball and denote it by Bg(v, T, ε).
This problem has not been emphasized in [PPS15], where only these small
dynamical balls are considered (see [PPS15, 3.15]). However, in various defini-
tions of local entropies, the large dynamical balls have to be considered.
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We will also need the following variant, for v ∈ SgM˜ and T, T ′ > 0 :
Bg(v;T, T ′, ε) = {w ∈ SgM˜, dg(pi(v), pi(w)) ≤ ε, for all − T ′ ≤ t ≤ T} .
Observe that Bg(v;T, T ′, ε) = gT
′
(Bg(g−T
′
v, T + T ′, ε)). As mentioned in the
above remark 3.1, we consider on SgM˜ the small dynamical ballsBg(v;T, T ′, ε) =
pΓ(B
g(v˜;T, T ′, ε)).
Recall the following well known fact in negative curvature.
Lemma 3.2. Let (M, g) be a manifold with pinched negative curvature. For
all 0 < a < b, there exists a constant c = c(a, b) > 0 such that for all vectors
v, w ∈ SgM˜ , and all T > 2c, if dg(pi(gtv), pi(gtw)) ≤ b for all 0 < t < T , then
dg(gtv, gtw) ≤ a for all c < t < T − c.
Proof. This is an exercise using standard comparison results. Note that the
constant c(a, b) also depends on the upper bound of the curvature.
Lemma 3.3. Let (M, g) be a manifold with pinched negative curvature. For
all 0 < ε1 < ε2, there exists C(g, ε1, ε2) > 0 such that for all v ∈ SgM˜ and
T, T ′ > 0, we have
Bg(v;T+C(g, ε1, ε2), T
′+C(g, ε1, ε2), ε2) ⊂ Bg(v;T, T ′, ε1) ⊂ Bg(v;−T, T ′, ε2) .
Proof. The right inclusion is obvious. The left one comes from Lemma 3.2
above.
The shadow Ogx(Bg(y,R)) of the ball Bg(y,R) viewed from x w.r.t. the
metric g is the set of positive endpoints in ∂M˜ of g-geodesic rays starting from
x and intersecting Bg(y,R).
Recall Lemma 3.17 from [PPS15].
Lemma 3.4 ([PPS15]). For all r, α > 0 and T, T ′ > 0, and v ∈ SgM˜ such that
Bg
vg+
(pi(v), o) = 0, if xt denotes the footpoint of gt(v), we have
Bg(v;T, T ′, r) ⊂ (Hg)−1
(
Ogx−T ′ (Bg(xT , 2r)×OgxT (Bg(x−T ′ , 2r))×]− r, r[
)
, and
(Hg)−1
(
Ogx−T ′ (Bg(xT , r)×OgxT (Bg(x−T ′ , r))×]− α, α[
)
⊂ Bg(v;T, T ′, 2r+2α) .
When g1 and g2 are two admissible negatively curved metrics on M , recall
that any g1-geodesic between any two points is at distance at most C2(g1, g2)
of the g2-geodesic joining the same endpoints, and vice versa, for some constant
C2(g1, g2) depending only on g1 and g2. This leads immediately to the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let g1 and g2 be two admissible negatively curved metrics on M ,
and x, y two points on M˜ . Then
Og1x (Bg1(y,R)) ⊂ Og2x (Bg2(y,R+ C2(g1, g2)) ⊂ Og1x (Bg1(y,R+ 2C2(g1, g2)) .
These lemmas will have the following very convenient corollary.
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Corollary 3.6. Let g1 and g2 be two admissible negatively curved metrics on
M . For all ε > 0, there exists C > 0 and ε′ = ε′(ε) > 0 such that for all
v ∈ Sg1M , we have
Bg2(Ψg1→g2(v), S+C, S′+C, ε) ⊂ Ψg1→g2(Bg1(v, T, T ′, ε)) ⊂ Bg2(Ψg1→g2(v), S, S′, ε′) ,
where S = Bg2
v
g1
+
(pi(v), pi(gT1 v)), S′ = Bg2vg1+ (pi(v), pi(g
−T ′
1 v)) and ε
′ = ε(5 +
C1(g1, g2)) + C2(g1, g2) + 2C3(g1, g2).
Proof. As the sets considered in the above statement are typically small, we can
prove them on TM˜ instead of TM . Without loss of generality, we can assume
that pi(v) = o. Indeed, all lemmas stated above are valid with o an arbitrary
point, for example the basepoint of v. In particular, we have Ψg1→g2(v) =
Φg1→g2(v).
We start with the right inclusion. Given u ∈ Bg1(v, T, T ′, ε), we want
to control the distance dg2(gs2Ψg1→g2u, gs2Ψg1→g2v). As u ∈ Bg1(v, T, T ′, ε),
τg1,g2(u) ≤ ε(1+C1(g1, g2)) so that dg2(Φg1→g2(u),Ψg1→g2(u)) ≤ ε(1+C1(g1, g2)).
Therefore, Ψg1→g2Bg1(v;T, T ′, ε) is included in the ε(1+C1(g1, g2))-neighbourhood
of Φg1→g2(Bg1(v;T, T ′, ε).
Let w = Ψg1→g2(v) = Φg1→g2(v). Denote by ws (resp. zs) the basepoint
pi(gs2w), for s ∈ R, of gs2w. (resp. of gs2z). Let S = Bg2vg1+ (o, pi(g
T
1 v) and S′ =
−Bg2
v
g1
+
(o, pi(g−T
′
1 v)). By lemma 2.6, we know that
|S−dg2(pi(v), pi(g1T v))| ≤ C3(g1, g2) and |S′−dg2(pi(v), pi(g1−T ′v))| ≤ C3(g1, g2) .
Moreover, the distances dg2(wS , vT ) and dg2(w−S′ , v−T ′) are uniformly bounded.
Indeed, by Lemma 2.12, Ψg1→g2(gT1 v) = gS2 Ψg1→g2(v) so that dg2(wS , vT ) =
dg2(pi(Ψ(gT1 v), pi(g
T
1 v)) ≤ C3(g1, g2).
Lemma 3.5 and elementary geometric considerations in negative curvature
give the inclusion
Og1v−T ′ (Bg1(vT , 2ε)×Og1vT (Bg1(x−T ′ , 2ε)) ×]− ε, ε[⊂
Og2w−S′ (Bg2(wS , 2ε+ C2(g1, g2) + 2C3(g1, g2))×
Og2yS (Bg2(y−S′ , 2ε+ C2(g1, g2) + 2C3(g1, g2))) ×]− ε, ε[ .
Lemma 3.4 implies the right inclusion Φg1→g2Bg1(v;T, T ′, ε) ⊂ Bg2(w;S, S′, 4ε+
C2(g1, g2) + 2C3(g1, g2)). The relation between Φg1→g2 and Ψg1→g2 gives
Ψg1→g2Bg1(v;T, T ′, ε) ⊂ Bg2(Ψg1→g2(v), S, S′, ε(5+C1(g1, g2))+C2(g1, g2)+2C3(g1, g2)) .
We proceed in the same way for the left inclusion, but we need in addition
the help of Lemma 3.3.
Reasoning similarly as above gives the inclusion
Bg2(w;S, S′, ε) ⊂ Ψg1→g2 (Bg1(v;T, T ′, (4ε+ C2(g1, g2) + 2C3(g1, g2))(1 + C1(g1, g2))) .
As T, T ′, ε are arbitrary, using lemma 3.3, we obtain easily the existence of a
constant C > 0 such that
Bg2(w;S + C, S′ + C, ε) ⊂ Ψg1→g2 (Bg1(v;T, T ′, ε) .
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3.2 Kolmogorov-Sinai, Brin-Katok and topological entropies
The Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of a dynamical system T w.r.t an invariant prob-
ability measure µ is the supremum over all measurable partitions of the expo-
nential growth rate of the complexity of a partition, when iterated by T , and
measured by µ. By Shannon-McMillan-Breiman Theorem, it also equals (the
supremum over all partitions of) the exponential decay rate of a typical atom
of the iterated partition.
Instead of iterating a measurable partition, when X is a metric space, en-
dowed with the Borel σ-algebra, one can consider exponential decay rate of the
measure of typical dynamical balls, which will give us a notion of local entropy,
introduced by [BK83].
When T is a continuous map on a compact space X, Brin-Katok [BK83]
showed that this Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy coincides with the exponential decay
of dynamical balls, also called the local entropy. This equality also holds when
T is a lipschitz map of a noncompact manifold, as has been verified in [Riq16,
Thm 1.32].
We shall not define the classical Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy, denoted by hKS(T,m),
because we do not really use it in this work. But we recall below some definitions
of local entropy and the statements of Brin-Katok and Riquelme.
For (ϕt) : X → X a dynamical system and m a finite invariant measure,
define the lower local entropy
hloc(T,m)) = ess inf
x∈X
lim
ε→0
lim inf
T→∞
− 1
T
logm(Bdyn(x, T, ε)) , (8)
and the upper local entropy relative to compact sets
h
comp
loc (T,m)) = sup
K
ess sup
x∈K
lim
ε→0
lim sup
T→∞,ϕT x∈K
− 1
T
logm(Bdyn(x, T, ε)) (9)
For the geodesic flow in negative curvature, dynamical balls should be defined
relatively to a distance on SgM , but, as mentioned in the above subsection,
the "natural" Sasaki distance on SgM is equivalent to the distance d(v, w) =
sup−1≤t≤0 d
g(pi(gtv), pi(gtw)), so that, when studying asymptotic quantities as
entropy, we can use the distance dg on M instead of the Sasaki distance on
SgM .
The following result is essentially due to Brin-Katok and Riquelme.
Theorem 3.7 (Brin-Katok [BK83], Riquelme [Riq16] [Riq18] ). Let M be a
Riemannian manifold with pinched negative curvature.
hKS(m, g) = hloc(m, g) = h
comp
loc (m, g) . (10)
Proof. This result is due to Brin-Katok in the compact case. Their proof of the
inequality hKS(m, g) ≤ hloc(m, g) extends verbatim to the noncompact case. In
[Riq16, Th.1.32], Riquelme proved the equality hKS(m, g) = hloc(m, g) for any
Lipschitz dynamical system. In [Riq16, Th 1.41], he established the inequal-
ity hloc(m, g) ≤ hloccomp(m, g), and the inequality h
loc
comp(m, g) ≤ hKS(m, g) is
established in the proof of [Riq16, Th 1.42].
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As observed in Remark 3.1 there are two notions of dynamical balls and the
small ones are more relevant for us. Therefore, we define what we will call the
local entropy, denoted by hlocΓ (m, g) in the sequel, as follows.
hlocΓ (m, g)) = sup
K⊂SgM
ess sup
v∈K
lim
ε→0
lim sup
T→∞,gT v∈K
− 1
T
logm(Bg(v, T, ε)) (11)
It follows from Theorem 3.7 and inclusion 7 that
hKS(m, g) = h
loc
comp(m, g) ≤ hlocΓ (m, g), (12)
with equality as soon as M has an injectivity radius bounded from below or m
has compact support.
Remark 3.8. Let us emphasize that all definitions of entropies above are sen-
sitive to the scaling of the metric but not sensitive to the scaling of the measure.
In particular, if m is finite but not a probability measure, then
hlocΓ (m, g) = h
loc
Γ (λm, g) and h
loc
Γ (m,λg) =
hloc
Γ
(m, g)√
λ
.
Remark 3.9. Observe that contrarily to Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy, the above
definitions of local entropy make perfectly sense for an infinite invariant ergodic
and conservative Radon measure. In particular, the Bowen-Margulis measure
(see section 3.4) which, when finite, is the measure of maximal entropy of the
geodesic flow, always has a local entropy with respect to small dynamical balls
and return times into compact sets which coincides with the topological entropy
of the geodesic flow, see Proposition 3.16.
Lemma 3.3 allows us to choose some ε > 0 without need to take the limit
when ε→ 0. Moreover, the invariance of the measure allows to consider shifted
dynamical balls. It is the result below.
Lemma 3.10. Let (M, g) be a manifold with pinched negative curvature, and µ
a geodesic current. Let mgµ be the g-invariant measure associated to µ on SgM .
One can compute its local entropy as
hlocΓ (m
g
µ, g) = sup
K
sup ess
v∈K
lim sup
T+T ′→∞,gT v∈K,g−T ′v∈K
− 1
T + T ′
logmgµ(B
g(v;T, T ′, ε)) .
Geometers usually are more interested in topological entropy than measure-
theoretic entropy. We shall not define topological entropy topologically, but
through the variational principle. Denote byM1(g) the set of invariant proba-
bility measures for the metric g.
The topological entropy of the geodesic flow (gt), denoted by htop(g), satisfies
htop(g) = sup
m∈M1(g)
hKS(m, g) . (13)
This variational principle is due first to [Din70, Goo71], [Mis76] and later
Handel-Kitchen [HK95] on noncompact spaces. It follows from [OP04] that
this supremum is achieved iff the so-called Bowen-Margulis measure is finite
(see later subsection 3.4 for details). In this case, it is the unique measure
maximizing entropy.
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3.3 Entropy transformation law
Our goal is to prove the following result.
Theorem 3.11. Let (M, gi), i = 1, 2 be two admissible Riemannian metrics
with pinched negative curvature on M . Let µ be a geodesic current and mgiµ the
associated invariant measure on SgiM under the geodesic flow (gti). Assume
that these measures are finite and ergodic. Then their local entropies are related
as follows.
hlocΓ (m
g2
µ , g2) = Iµ(g2, g1) . h
loc
Γ (m
g1
µ , g1) .
Thanks to Proposition 2.15, the corollary below follows.
Corollary 3.12. Under the same assumptions, we have
hlocΓ (m
g2
µ , g2)× ‖mg2µ ‖ = hlocΓ (mg1µ , g1)× ‖mg1µ ‖ .
Let us prove Theorem 3.11.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we will assume µ to be ergodic. It follow from
Lemma 3.10 that the entropy may be computed as
hlocΓ (m
g2
µ , g2) = sup
K
sup ess
v∈K
lim sup
T+T ′→∞,gT2 v∈K, g−T
′
2 v∈K
− 1
T + T ′
logmg2µ (B
g2(v;−T, T ′, ε))
for some fixed ε > 0, the essential supremum being relative to mg2µ . The above
limsup is constant along (g2)-orbits, so that by ergodicity, it ismg2µ -almost surely
constant. Observe also that when K grows, the quantity on the right also grows.
Choose some large compact set K ⊂ TM large enough to contain an open
subset of Ωgi ∩ SgiM for i = 1, 2, and to have positive mgiµ measure. Choose
it large enough so that it allows to estimate entropies hlocΓ (m
gi
µ , gi), up to some
small arbitrary α. In other words,∣∣∣∣∣∣hlocΓ (mgiµ , gi)− sup essv∈K∩SgiM lim supT+T ′→∞,gT2 v∈K, g−T ′2 v∈K−
1
T + T ′
logmgiµ (B
g2(v;−T, T ′, ε))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ α .
Choose a typical v ∈ Sg1M∩K, which realizes the above essential supremum
on K, and the almost sure conclusion of Corollary 2.8 when T → ±∞. With
the notations of Corollary 3.6, let w = Ψg1→g2(v). As observed in the preceding
section, we have mg2µ = Eg1→g2 ×Ψg1→g2∗ mg1µ . But Eg1→g2 is uniformly close to
1 on Bg1(v, ε).
Thus, up to some constants e±c(v,ε), by corollary 3.6, we have
e−c(v,ε)mg2µ (B
g2(w;S + C, S′ + C, ε) ≤ mg1µ (Bg1(v;T, T ′, ε)) ≤ ec(v,ε)mg2µ (Bg2(w;S, S′, ε′)
with w = Φg1→g2(v), S = dg2(pi(w), pi(gT2 w))±C3(g1, g2) and S′ = dg2(pi(v), pi(g−T
′
2 w))±
C3(g1, g2).
Observe also that the condition gT1 v ∈ K (resp. g−T
′
1 v ∈ K ) implies
that gS2 w (resp g
−S′
2 w) belongs to the C3(g1, g2)-neighbourhood of K for any
of the two metrics g1 or g2. It remains true for gS+C2 w and g
−S′−C
2 w in-
side the C3(g1, g2) + C-neighbourhood of K for the metric g2. Set K ′ =
VC3(g1,g2)+C(K) ⊃ K.
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By definition of T, T ′, S, S′, we also have T + T ′ → +∞ iff S + S′ →∞.
Therefore, taking the limsup of 1S+S′ log of the above quantity, we get
lim sup
S+S′→∞,gS2 w∈K′, g−S
′
2 w∈K′
− 1
S + S′
logmg2µ (B
g2(w, S, S′, ε′)
= lim sup
T+T ′→∞,gT1 v∈K,g−T
′
1 v∈K
T + T ′
S + S′
× −1
T + T ′
logmg1µ (B
g1(v, T, T ′, ε))
By Corollary 2.8 we know that
T + T ′
S + S′
=
T + T ′
Bg2
v
g1
+
(pi(g−T
′
1 v), pi(g
T
1 v))
=
T + T ′∫ T
−T ′ Eg1→g2(gt1v) dt
converges when T + T ′ → +∞ to
1∫
Sg1M
Eg1→g2 dm
g1
µ
‖mg1µ ‖
=
∫
Sg2M
Eg2→g1 dm
g2
µ
‖mg2µ ‖ .
We deduce easily, by taking the supremum in K, that
hlocΓ (m
g2
µ , g2) =
∫
Sg2M
Eg2→g1 dm
g2
µ
||mg2µ || h
loc
Γ (m
g1
µ , g1) = Iµ(g2, g1)× hlocΓ (mg1µ , g1) .
3.4 Bowen-Margulis measures and comparison of topolog-
ical entropies
We define now the so-called Bowen-Margulis measure, and use it to deduce
from Theorem 3.11 a corollary about the comparison of topological entropies
of two metrics g1 and g2. The construction below is due to Patterson [Pat76]
for compact surfaces, to Sullivan [Sul79, Sul84] for geometrically finite hyper-
bolic manifolds, and Yue [Yue96] extended Sullivan’s work in variable negative
curvature.
Let (M, g) be a negatively curved manifold, with pinched negative curvature.
Choose some point o ∈ M˜ . Consider the Poincaré series
P gΓ(s) =
∑
γ∈Γ
e−sd
g(o,γo) .
Let δ(g) be its critical exponent. This exponent is finite, and when Γ is nonele-
mentary, it is positive. The following lemma is immediate from the definition
of δ.
Lemma 3.13. Let (gε)−1≤ε≤1 be a family of negatively curved metrics on M =
M˜/Γ, such that e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0. Then e−ε/2δ(g0) ≤ δ(gε) ≤ eε/2δ(g0).
We need to ensure that the above series diverges at s = δ(g), which could
be false. We will modify P gΓ(s) into P˜
g
Γ(s) as follows. The Patterson trick
[Pat76] is the following. Define a continuous map h : (0,+∞) → (0,+∞) as
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the exponential of continuous piecewise affine maps : h(x) = exp(εkx) on the
interval Ik, with εk → 0 and Ik a sequence of adjacent intervals of increasing
length. It is possible to do it in such a way that h is positive, increasing,
continuous, with slow growth, : h(t0+t)h(t0) is bounded by exp(εkt), and therefore
converges to 1 when t→ +∞ uniformly in t0 > 0. Moreover, εk and Ik can be
chosen in order to ensure that
P˜ gΓ(s) =
∑
γ∈Γ
h(dg(o, γ · o))e−sdg(o,γo)
has exponent δ(g) but now diverges at s = δ(g).
Define for all x ∈ M˜ and s > δ(g) a probability measure
νsx =
1
P˜ gΓ(s)
∑
γ∈Γ
h(dg(o, γ · o))e−sdg(x,γo)∆γo
on M = M˜ ∪ ∂M˜ , where ∆x denotes the Dirac mass at the point x. Choose a
decreasing sequence sk → δ(g) such that νsko converges to a probability measure
νgo onM . Choose for all x ∈ M˜ a subsequence skj of sk such that ν
skj
x converges
to a measure νgx on M . By construction, as P˜ (δ(g)) diverges, all these measures
are equivalent finite measures supported on ΛΓ ⊂ ∂M˜ , the measure νgo is a
probability measure, and this family (νgx)x∈M˜ satisfies two crucial properties for
all x, y ∈ M˜ , almost all ξ ∈ ∂M˜ and all γ ∈ Γ :
dνgx
dνgy
(ξ) = exp (−δ(g)Bξ(x, y)) and γ∗νgx = νgγx .
From these properties follows the Sullivan’s Shadow Lemma.
Proposition 3.14 (Sullivan [Sul79]). Let (νgx) be a family of measures on ΛΓ
obtained as above. Then for all R > 0 large enough, there exists a constant
c = c(R) > 0 such that
1
c
exp (−δ(g)dg(o, γo)) ≤ νgo (Oo(B(γo,R))) ≤ c exp (−δ(g)dg(o, γo)) .
A Bowen-Margulis measure on SgM is a measure obtained from such a family
(νgx) by the following formula on SgM˜ , with v = (Hg)−1(v
g
−, v
g
+, t)
dm˜gBM (v) = exp
(
δ(g)Bg
vg+
(o, pi(v)) + δ(g)Bg
vg−
(o, pi(v))
)
dνgo (v
g
+)dν
g
o (v
g
−)dt .
(14)
This formula being Γ-invariant, it induces on the quotient a Bowen-Margulis
measure mgBM on S
gM .
It is well known (see the above references, or Roblin [Rob03] for the most
general version) that P gΓ diverges at s = δ(g) iff the Bowen-Margulis measure
is ergodic and conservative, and in this case, the family of measures (νgx) is in
fact unique. In particular, when this measure mgBM is finite, it is ergodic and
conservative and P gΓ diverges at δ(g).
Otal-Peigné proved the following result, due to Sullivan in the case of geo-
metrically finite hyperbolic manifolds.
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Theorem 3.15 (Sullivan [Sul84], Otal-Peigné [OP04]). Let (M, g) be a manifold
with pinched negative curvature and bounded derivatives of the curvature. Then
δ(g) = htop(g)
is the topological entropy of g. Moreover, when mgBM is finite and normalized
into a probability measure, it is the unique measure maximizing entropy in the
sense that hKS(
mgBM
‖mgBM‖ , g) = htop(g). When m
g
BM is infinite, there is no proba-
bility measure maximizing entropy.
It follows from [PPS15, Prop. 3.16] and [OP04] that, finite or not, the
Bowen-Margulis measure satisfies the following equality.
Proposition 3.16. Let (M, g) be a negatively curved manifold with pinched
negative curvature and bounded derivatives of the curvature. Let mgBM be a
Bowen-Margulis measure. Then
hlocΓ (m
g
BM , g) = δ(g) = hKS(m
g
BM , g) . (15)
Proof. The first equality is a computation done in [PPS15, Prop. 3.16], the
second is one of the main results of [OP04].
This equality suggests that we could be able to prove a variational prin-
ciple for infinite measures, using local entropies instead of Kolmogorov-Sinai
entropies. We will not do it here.
Corollary 3.17. Let (M, gi), i = 1, 2 be two admissible Riemannian metrics
with pinched negative curvature on M . Let µ be a geodesic current and mgiµ the
associated invariant measure on SgiM under the geodesic flow (gti). Assume
that these measures are finite and ergodic. Then
htop(g2) = δ(g2) = h
loc
Γ (m
g2
BM , g2) = Iµg2BM (g2, g1)× h
loc
Γ (m
g1
µ
g2
BM
, g1)
≤ Iµg2BM (g2, g1) × htop(g1) .
Proof. Let us first note that by Theorem 4.2, the measure mg1
µ
g2
BM
is a Gibbs
measure. Moreover, [PPS15, Thm 1.3] ensures that the Gibbs measure associ-
ated to a given potential, when finite, is the unique equilibrium measure of this
potential. Therefore hlocΓ (m
g1
µ
g2
BM
) = hKS(m
g1
µ
g2
BM
), and the variational principle
ensures that hKS(m
g1
µ
g2
BM
) ≤ htop(g1), which gives the last inequality.
In the compact case, the inequality htop(g2) ≤ Iµg2BM (g2, g1)×htop(g1) is due
to Knieper [Kni95]. Katok had a similar weaker inequality [Kat82], proving that
htop(g2) ≤
∫
Sg2M
‖v‖g1dmg2BM × htop(g1) .
Our inequality above is valid on any manifold, compact or not, with finite
Bowen-Margulis measure. It follows from lemma 2.5 that it implies Katok’s
inequality. Let us mention however that it is this weaker version which is really
used in the proof of our main theorem of differentiability of entropy.
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4 Gibbs measures
This section, particularly Theorem 4.2, is crucial in the proof of Corollary 3.17,
and therefore in our approach of Theorem 1.7.
Theorem 4.2 is new on noncompact manifolds, the explicit change of poten-
tial being new even on compact manifolds. Corollary 4.4 is new even on compact
manifolds.
Gibbs measures are, for a hyperbolic dynamical system, a family of mea-
sures with strong stochastic properties, each one associated to a weight, i.e.
some Hölder continuous potential, describing somehow that all possible dy-
namical behaviours can happen. For the geodesic flow on the unit tangent
bundle of a compact manifold, their geometric construction, adapted from the
Patterson-Sullivan construction described in the above section, has been done
by Ledrappier in [Led95]. He proved there, on compact manifolds, that being a
Gibbs measure does not depend on the metric. In other words, if g1 and g2 are
negatively curved metrics on M , an invariant measure mg1µ on Sg1M is a Gibbs
measure iff the measure mg2µ on Sg2M is also a Gibbs measure. However, his
proof strongly relies on the compactness of M . Our goal in this section is to
prove this result differently on noncompact manifolds.
4.1 Definitions
We refer to [PPS15] for details on all notions presented here. Let (M, g) be
a negatively curved manifold, with pinched negative curvatures and bounded
derivatives of the curvature. Let F : SgM → R be a Hölder continuous map.
The pressure of F is the quantity
P g(F ) = sup
m∈M1(g)
(
hKS(m, g) +
∫
SgM
F dm
)
, (16)
the supremum being considered over all invariant probability measures m ∈
M1(g). An invariant probability measure m is an equilibrium state for F if it
realizes the above supremum.
Assume that P g(F ) is finite. An invariant measure m under the geodesic
flow (gt) satisfies the Gibbs property for the potential F if for all compact sets
K ⊂ SgM and ε > 0 there exists a constant C(K, ε) > 0 such that for all v ∈ K
and T > 0 with gT v ∈ K, we have
1
C(K, ε)
exp
(∫ T
0
F (gtv) dt− TP g(F )
)
≤ m (Bg(v, T, ε))
≤ C(K, ε) exp
(∫ T
0
F (gtv) dt− TP g(F )
)
.(17)
A variant of the Patterson-Sullivan construction presented in subsection 3.4
provides a measure mF which satisfies (17) see [PPS15, Prop. 3.16]. More-
over, when finite and normalized into a probability measure, it is the unique
equilibrium state, i.e. the unique measure realizing the supremum in (16) (see
[PPS15, Th. 6.1]). When this measure mF is infinite, there is no equilibrium
state for F . Let us summarize what is useful in the present work in the following
proposition.
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Proposition 4.1. Let (M, g) be a negatively curved manifold with pinched neg-
ative curvature and bounded derivatives of the curvature. Let F : SgM → R be
a Hölder potential. If the measure mF is finite and normalized, then
P g(mF ) = hKS(mF , g) +
∫
SgM
F dmF = h
loc
Γ (mF , g) +
∫
SgM
F dmF .
4.2 Being a Gibbs measure does not depend on the metric
Theorem 4.2. Let (M, gi) be two admissible metrics with pinched negative
curvature and bounded derivatives of the curvature on M . Let F : Sg1M → R
be a Hölder map, and mg1F the associated Gibbs measure. We assume m
g1
F ergodic
and conservative. Let µg1F be the associated current on ∂
2M˜ . Let mg2
µ
g1
F
be the
g2-invariant measure associated to the same current.
Then mg2
µ
g1
F
is also ergodic and conservative, and satisfies the Gibbs property
(17) for the Hölder potential
G = (F − P g1(F )) ◦Ψg2→g1 × Eg2→g1 .
Moreover, P g2(G) = 0. In other words, for all compact subsets K ⊂ Sg2M and
ε > 0 there exists C > 0 such that for all w ∈ K and S > 0 with gSw ∈ K, we
have
1
C
e
∫ S
0
G(gs2w)ds ≤ mg2
µ
g1
F
(Bg2Γ (w, S, ε)) ≤ Ce
∫ S
0
G(gs2w)ds .
If we assume moreover that the measure mg1F is finite, and is therefore the
equilibrium measure associated to F , then mg2
µ
g1
F
/‖mg2
µ
g1
F
‖ is the equilibrium mea-
sure associated to G.
Remark 4.3. Reversing the role of g1 and g2, we observe that the same re-
sult holds with the potential H =
(
(F − P g1(F ))× (Eg1→g2)−1) ◦ (Ψg1→g2)−1.
Therefore, they must be cohomologous.
Proof. Conservativity and ergodicity depend only on the current at infinity and
not on the (admissible) metric, as said in Proposition 2.3.
Gibbs property for the potential G follows from Corollary 3.6. Let us explain
it more in details. We stated Theorem 4.2 in the most natural way, starting from
g1 and going to g2, but in view of all the statements proved above that we shall
use, we will reverse the role of g1 and g2, F and G, in the proof below. Assume
that mg2G is a Gibbs measure w.r.t. the potential G on S
g2M , let µ = µg2G be
its current at infinity, and let us prove that mg1µ is a Gibbs measure w.r.t. the
potential F = (G− P g2(G)) ◦Ψg1→g2 × Eg1→g2 .
First choose some compact set Kg1 ⊂ Sg1M and some ε > 0. Let v ∈
Kg1 and T > 0 such that gT v ∈ Kg1 . Define a compact set Kg2 as the C-
neighbourhood of Ψg1→g2(Kg1)∪(Ψg2→g1)−1Kg1 , where C is given by Corollary
3.6.
We will use Corollary 3.6 and first part of Proposition 2.13, and the fact
that mg2µ = Ψ
g1→g2∗ (Eg1→g2 ×mg1µ ).
As Eg1→g2 is continuous, it is uniformly continuous on Kg1 so that for all
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v ∈ Kg1 and u ∈ Bg1(v, ε), Eg1→g2(u) = e±c(Kg1 ,ε)Eg1→g2(v). We deduce that
e−c(K
g1 ,ε)
Eg1→g2(v) m
g2
µ (Ψ
g1→g2(Bg1(v, T, ε)) ≤ mg1µ (Bg1(v, T, ε))
≤ e
c(Kg1 ,ε)
Eg1→g2(v) m
g2
µ (Ψ
g1→g2(Bg1Γ (v, T, ε)) .
Now, using Corollary 3.6, with w = Ψg1→g2v, and S = Bg2
v
g1
+
(pi(v), pi(gT1 v)),
we get
e−c(K
g1 ,ε)
Eg1→g2(v) m
g2
µ (B
g2(w : S + C,C, ε)) ≤ mg1µ (Bg1(v, T, ε)
≤ e
c(Kg1 ,ε)
Eg1→g2(v)m
g2
µ (B
g2(w, S, ε′)) .
As mg2µ is a Gibbs measure, and w, gS2 w, but also g
−C
2 w and g
S+C
2 w belong
to Kg2 , there exists a constant C(G,Kg2 , ε′) coming from the Gibbs property,
such that
e−c(K
g1 ,ε)
Eg1→g2(v)
e
∫ S+C
−C (G−P g2 (G))(gs2w) ds
C(G,Kg2 , ε′)
≤ mg1µ (Bg1(v, T, ε)
≤ e
c(Kg1 ,ε)
Eg1→g2(v)C(G,K
g2 , ε′)e
∫ S
0
(G−P g2 (G))(gs2w) ds .
AsG is (Hölder) continuous, it is bounded onKg2 , so that the integral
∫ S+C
−C (G−
P g2(G))(gs2w) ds is, up to a constant c, uniformly close to
∫ S
0
(G−P g2(G))(gs2w) ds.
The next ingredient is Proposition 2.13, which gives
e−c(K
g1 ,ε)
Eg1→g2(v)
e−c
C(G,Kg2 , ε′)
e
∫ T
0
F (gt1w) dt ≤ mg1µ (Bg1(v, T, ε)
≤ e
c(Kg1 ,ε)
Eg1→g2(v)C(G,K
g2 , ε′)e
∫ T
0
F (gt1w) dt ,
with F = (G−P g2(G)) ◦Ψg1→g2 ×Eg1→g2 . It is exactly the Gibbs property for
mg1µ w.r.t. F .
It remains to show that P g1(F ) = 0. To simplify notations, let us assume
that P g2(G) = 0. Let ρ be any geodesic current on ∂2M˜ . By definition,
P g1(F ) = sup
ρ
(
hKS(m
g1
ρ , g1) +
∫
Sg1M
Fdmg1ρ
)
,
the supremum being taken over all currents ρ such that mg1ρ is an invariant
probability measure. The change of mass and change of entropy (Corollary 2.15
and Theorem 3.11) give
P g1(F ) = sup
ρ
Iρ(g2, g1)
(
h(mg2ρ /‖mg2ρ ‖, g2) +
∫
Gdmg2ρ /‖mg2ρ ‖
)
≤ 0 .
The same computations with ρ = µ = µg2G give P
g1(F ) = 0.
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4.3 Length spectrum and change of metrics
Let g1 and g2 be two quasi-isometric negatively curved metrics. There is a
particular case where the above results have an easy but striking illustration
Corollary 4.4. Let (M, gi) be two quasi-isometric complete negatively curved
metrics on the same connected manifold M . Assume that the Bowen-Margulis
measure of g1 is ergodic and conservative, and let µ
g1
BM be the associated geodesic
current. Then the measure mg2
µ
g1
BM
is also ergodic and conservative. It is a Gibbs
measure associated with the potential G = −htop(g1)Eg2→g1 .
Moreover, for all primitive hyperbolic elements γ ∈ Γ, if wγ is a periodic
vector of Sg2M associated to γ, for all ε > 0 there exists C ≥ 1 such that for
all T > 0, we have
1
C
e
−htop(g1)T `
g1 (γ)
`g2 (γ) ≤ mg2
µ
g1
BM
(Bg2(wγ , T, ε)) ≤ Ce−htop(g1)T
`g1 (γ)
`g2 (γ) .
Proof. It is an immediate application of Theorem 4.2 with F = 0. First write
T as T = n`g2(γ) + r, with 0 ≤ r < `g2(γ). The only thing to notice is that∫ `g2 (γ)
0
Eg2→g1(gs2wγ) ds = `g2(γ)× eg2→g1(γ) so that
−
∫ T
0
htop(g1)Eg2→g1(gs2vγ) ds = −htop(g1)× T ×
`g1(γ)
`g2(γ)
± constant ,
the error term in the above inequality being smaller than htop(g1)`g2(γ)‖Eg2→g1‖∞.
5 Convergence of geodesics, Busemann functions
and invariant measures
In this section, we study the continuity of geodesics, Busemann functions, and
Bowen-Margulis measures under a Lipschitz perturbation of the metric with
uniform negative curvatures.
Let (gε)−1≤ε≤1 be a family of metrics on M˜ with sectional curvatures satis-
fying Kgε ≤ −a2, such that ∀ε > 0, at all x ∈ M˜ , e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0.
We first show that the gε-geodesic between two points at infinity converge
uniformly in the Hausdorff topology of M˜ to the g0-geodesic with same extrem-
ities, and that the Busemann functions of gε converge uniformly on compact
sets to the Busemann functions of g0.
When the variation of metrics is continuous in C1-topology, this also implies
that the Morse-correspondances Φg0→gε and Ψg0→gε converge to the identity
uniformly on compact sets in the C0-topology of SgM˜ , and that the geodesic
stretch Eg0→gε converges to 1.
Eventually, we show that under suitable assumptions, the Bowen-Margulis
measures vary continuously in the weak-* topology.
5.1 Convergence of geodesics and Busemann functions
The following lemma is a classical and very useful consequence of the uniform
upper bound on the curvature.
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Lemma 5.1. Let a > 0 and (M˜, g) be a complete simply connected manifold
with sectional curvatures satisfying Kg ≤ −a2.
1. For all C > 0, all ξ ∈ ∂M˜ , x, y ∈ M˜ with dg(x, y) ≤ C, and t ≥ C, if
xt = γx,ξ(t), we have∣∣∣Bgξ (x, y)− (dg(x, xt)− dg(y, xt))∣∣∣ ≤ 2Ce−at .
2. For all T,K, α > 0, for all R ≥ R0 = T − 1a ln α4KeK , if (γ1(t))t∈R and
(γ2(t))t∈R are g-geodesics with
dg(γ1(−R), γ2(−R)) ≤ K and dg(γ1(R), γ2(R)) ≤ K ,
then for all t ∈ [−T, T ],
dg(γ1(t), γ2) ≤ α .
Proof. We will omit the subscript g in the proof. Let us first prove 1.
Assume d(x, y) ≤ C. We can also assume that Bξ(x, y) ≥ 0. Denote by x′
the unique point on [x, ξ) such that Bξ(x′, y) = 0. By convexity of the horoball,
d(x, x′) ≤ C and d(x′, y) ≤ C. Let xs (resp. ys) be the points on [x′, ξ) (resp.
[y, ξ) at distance s of x′ (resp. y). It follows from [HIH77] that for all s ≥ C,
d(xs, ys) ≤ d(x′, y)e−as ≤ Ce−as .
Observe also that
∣∣∣Bgξ (x, y)− (dg(x, xs)− dg(y, ys))∣∣∣ = |Bξ(xs, ys)| ≤ d(xs, ys),
so that
∣∣∣Bgξ (x, y)− (dg(x, xs)− dg(y, xs))∣∣∣ ≤ 2d(xs, ys) ≤ 2Ce−as.
To prove 2, denote by xs the point of [γ1(−R), γ1(R)] at distance s from
γ1(−R), ys the point of [γ1(−R), γ2(R)] at distance t from γ1(−R) and distance
say ds from γ2(R) and zs the point of [γ2(−R), γ2(R)] at distance ds from γ2(R).
Observe immediately that |ds − 2R+ s| ≤ K.
By the above, we have d(xs, ys) ≤ d(x2R, y2R)e−as. But elementary consid-
erations in the triangle (x2R, y2R, γ2(R)) lead to
d(x2R, y2R) = d(γ1(R), y2R) ≤ d(γ1(R), γ2(R)) + d(γ2(R), y2R) ≤ 2K .
Thus d(xs, ys) ≤ 2Ke−as.
Similarly we get d(ys, zs) ≤ 2Ke−ads ≤ 2KeKe−a(2R−s). We deduce that
d(xs, γ2) ≤ d(xs, zs) ≤ 2KeK(e−as + e−a(2R−s) .
Now, choose R0 = T − 1a ln α4KeK . For t ∈ [−T, T ], we have γ1(t) = xR+t and
R+ t ≥ R0 − T and 2R− (R+ t) ≥ R0 − T , so that
d(γ1(t), γ2) ≤ d(γ1(t), zR+t) ≤ 4KeKe−a(R0−T ) ≤ α .
Let us now show that the gε-geodesic segments converge to the g0-geodesic
segments in the Hausdorff topology of M˜ .
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Figure 5: Proof of Lemma 5.1
Proposition 5.2. Let g0 be a complete metric on M˜ with Kg0 ≤ 0. For all
0 < ε ≤ 1 small enough let gε be a complete metric on M˜ such that at all x ∈ M˜ ,
e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0.
Then for all x, y ∈ M˜ , the minimizing gε-geodesic γε joining x to y is
contained in the Dε-neighbourhood of the g0-geodesic [x, y]0 from x to y, with
Dε ≤ min(
√
εdg0(x, y), C(g1, g0)).
Proof. Let g0 and gε as above, and x, y ∈ M˜ . Set L0 = dg0(x, y) and Lε =
dgε(x, y). Let γ0 : [0, L0] → M˜ and γε : [0, Lε] → M˜ be minimizing geodesics
from x to y respectively for g0 and gε, parametrized with unit speed. Note that
γ0 is unique. Let l ∈ [0, Lε] be such that
dg0(γε(l), [x, y]0) = max
t∈[0,Lε]
dg0(γε(l), [x, y]0) = Dε .
We call z = γε(l) ∈ M˜ . Consider the g0-geodesic triangle with vertices x, y, z.
Set l1 = dg0(x, z) and l2 = dg0(z, y).
We have
l1 ≤
∫ l
0
||γ˙ε(t)||g0 dt and l2 ≤
∫ Lε
l
||γ˙ε(t)||g0 dt. (18)
Since e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0, we have ||γ˙ε(t)||g0 ≤ eε/2 for all t ∈ [0, Lε] and
||γ˙0(t)||gε ≤ eε/2 for all t ∈ [0, L0]. Therefore, by Equation (18),
Lε ≤
∫ L
0
||γ˙0(t)||gε dt ≤ eε/2L and l1 + l2 ≤
∫ Lε
0
||γε(t)||g0 dt ≤ eεL.
Since Kg0 ≤ 0, the distance dg0 satisfies CAT (0)-triangle comparison prop-
erty (cf [BH99] p161) : Dε is less than the height D¯ from z¯ of the compari-
son triangle (x¯, y¯, z¯) in the Euclidean plane with side lengths deucl(x¯, y¯) = L0,
deucl(x¯, z¯) = l1 and deucl(y¯, z¯) = l2. Moreover, for all such Euclidean triangles
with l1 + l2 ≤ eεL0, the height D¯ is maximal if and only if l1 = l2 = e
εL0
2
.
Therefore,
D2ε ≤ D¯2 ≤
e2εL20
4
− L
2
0
4
≤ εL20
as soon as e2ε − 1 ≤ 4ε, which ends the proof of Proposition 5.2.
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Proposition 5.2 together with Lemma 5.1 imply that when the curvatures
have a uniform negative upper bound, the complete geodesics on M˜ converge
uniformly for the g0-Hausdorff topology under a variation of the metric. Let
a > 0 be fixed.
Proposition 5.3. Let (gε)−1<ε<1 be a family of metrics on M˜ with sectional
curvatures satisfying Kgε ≤ −a2, such that ∀ε ∈ (−1, 1), at all x ∈ M˜ , e−εg0 ≤
gε ≤ eεg0. Then there exists α : (−1, 1) → [0,+∞), with lim
ε→0
α(ε) = 0, such
that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1) and all (η, ξ) ∈ ∂2M˜ , the gε-geodesic with extremities η
and ξ is contained in the α(ε)-neighbourhood of the g0-geodesic with extremities
η and ξ.
Proof. First, recall (see section 2.1) that the geodesics for g0 and gε are at
uniform bounded distance C1(g0, gε) ≤ C1(g0, g1). Let γ0 be the g0-geodesic
from ξ to η. Choose its origin γ0(0) arbitrarily. For any large ρ > 0, we
have d(γ0(±ρ), γε) ≤ C1(g0, g1). Consider the g0-geodesic segment γ1 joining
the nearest point to γ0(ρ) on γε with the nearest point to γ0(−ρ) on γε. This
geodesic segment has g0-length equal to 2R = 2ρ±2C1(g0, g1). Choose its origin
in such a way that dg0(γ0(±R), γ1(±R)) ≤ 2C1(g0, g1).
For all α > 0, Lemma 5.1 applied with K = 2C1(g0, g1), α/2 and T = 1 gives
some R0 > 0 such that when R ≥ R0, for all t ∈ [−1, 1], dg0(γ1(t), γ0(t)) ≤ α/2.
By Proposition 5.2, dg0(γ1(0), γε)) ≤ 2R
√
ε.
Therefore,
dg0(γ0(0), γε) ≤ dg0(γ0(0), γ1(0)) + dg0(γ1(0), γε)) ≤ α/2 + 2R
√
ε .
Choose R ≥ R0 and ε > 0 such that 2R0
√
ε ≤ α/2 to get dg0(γ0(0), γε) ≤ α.
As the origin on γ0 is arbitrary, the result follows.
Observe that, in the above proof, ε can be made relatively explicit. For
K = C1(g0, g1), T = 1 and α/2 we get R0 = 1 +
2C1(g0,g1)
a ln
2C1(g0,g1)
α and
ε = α
2
16R20
.
Moreover, our proof only uses Kg0 ≤ −a2 < 0 and that for all gε, the gε-
geodesic between two points at infinity is unique. The negative upperbound on
the Kgε does not need to be uniform.
Proposition 5.4. Let (gε)−1≤ε≤1 be a family of complete metrics on M˜ with
Kgε ≤ −a2, such that for all ε > 0, at all x ∈ M˜ , e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0.
Then the map Bgε : (x, y, ξ) 7→ Bgεξ (x, y) converges to Bg0 as ε → 0, uni-
formly on compact sets of M˜ × M˜ × ∂M˜ .
Proof. Any compact set K ⊂ M˜ is contained in some (noncompact) set of the
form HC =
{
(x, y, ξ) ∈ M˜ × M˜ × ∂M˜ ; dg0(x, y) ≤ C
}
, for some C > 0. It is
enough to show that Bgε → Bg0 as ε→ 0, uniformly on each HC .
Let C > 0 be fixed. For all ε ∈ (−1, 1) and all (x, y, ξ) ∈ HC ,
dgε(x, y) ≤ 2dg0(x, y) ≤ 2C.
Let η > 0 be fixed. Choose xt at distance t from x = x0 on the g0-geodesic
(x, ξ), and let yt be the point on the g0-geodesic (y, ξ) such that Bg0ξ (x, y) = 0.
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Let xεt be the projection of xt on the gε-geodesic from x to ξ. Proposition 5.3
ensures that dgε(xt, xεt ) ≤ α(ε). Let us write∣∣∣Bgεξ (x, y)− Bg0ξ (x, y)∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣Bgεξ (x, y)− dgε(x, xεt ) + dgε(y, xεt )∣∣∣
+ |dgε(x, xεt )− dgε(y, xεt )− dgε(x, xt) + dgε(y, xt)|
+ |dgε(x, xt)− dg0(x, xt)− dgε(y, xt) + dg0(y, xt)|
+
∣∣∣Bg0ξ (x, y)− dg0(x, xt) + dg0(y, xt)∣∣∣ .
For t ≥ 2C, by Lemma 5.1, the last term on the right hand side is bounded
from the above by 4Ce−at. For t ≥ 2Ceε + α(ε), we also have dgε(x, xεt ) ≥ 2C
so that again by Lemma 5.1, the first term is bounded from the above by
4Ce−ad
gε (x,xεt ≤ 4Ceα(ε)e−at/2. By triangular inequality, the second term is
bounded from the above by 2α(ε). The inequality e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0 allows to
bound the third term by 2(eε − 1)(t+ C).
At last, we get∣∣∣Bgεξ (x, y)− Bg0ξ (x, y)∣∣∣ ≤ 4Ceα(ε)e−at/2 + 2α(ε) + 2(eε − 1)(t+ C) + 4Ce−at .
Let η > 0 be fixed. Choose first ε0 so that for ε ≤ ε0, α(ε) ≤ 1. Chose t ≥ 2C
large enough to guarantee that the first and the last term are each bounded from
the above by η/4. Choose ε1 ≤ ε0 small enough to guarantee that for ε ≤ ε1,
α(ε) ≤ η/4 and 2(eε − 1)(t+ C) ≤ η/4. Thus, |Bgεξ (x, y)− Bg0ξ (x, y)| ≤ η. This
gives the desired result.
Remark 5.5. Eventhough this section is written in a Riemannian setting, all
the previous proofs apply verbatim to a family of distances (dε)−1<ε<1 on X
such that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), the metric space (X, dε) is CAT(−1) and e−εd0 ≤
dε ≤ eεd0.
5.2 Higher regularity, Morse correspondances and geodesic
stretch
In this section, we consider metrics gε → g0 in the C1-topology. To emphasize
the necessity of this assumption, observe that gε → g0 in the C0-topology does
not imply the convergence of the curvatures nor the convergence of the geodesic
flow.
In particular, one can "add mushrooms" on a hyperbolic manifold, and make
the mushrooms as small as we want, and build a sequence of manifolds with
many points of nonnegative curvature converging to a hyperbolic manifold. The
geodesic flow of such gε will not converge in general to the geodesic flow of g0.
In view of its importance in the sequel, recall the convergence that we shall
use.
Definition 5.6. A family (gε)−1≤ε≤1 of complete Riemannian metrics on M˜
(or M) converges in the C1-topology, uniformly on compact sets, to g0 if:
1. (gε) converges to g0 uniformly on compact sets, i.e. for all compact sets
K ⊂ TM˜ ,
lim
ε→0
sup
v∈K
|gε(v, v)− g0(v, v)| = 0;
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2. the first derivatives of gε also converge uniformly on compact sets to those
of g0.
By Theorem 2.79 of [GHL04], it implies for all fixed T > 0 the uniform
convergence on compact sets of the geodesic flows v 7→ gTε v. As a consequence,
we get the following result.
Theorem 5.7. Let (gε)−1<ε<1 be a family of metrics on M˜ with sectional
curvatures satisfying Kgε ≤ −a2, such that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), at all x ∈ M˜ ,
e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0, and gε → g0 in the C1 topology, uniformly on compact sets.
Let Φ˜g0→gε and Ψ˜g0→gε be the Morse correspondances between Sg0M˜ and
SgεM˜ defined in section 2.4. Then Φg0→gε → Id and Ψg0→gε → Id uniformly
on all compact sets K ⊂ Sg0M˜ in the uniform topology of C0(K,TM˜).
Proof. Let K be a fixed compact set of Sg0M˜ and v ∈ K, with vg0± the endpoints
of its g0-geodesic in ∂M˜ . Denote by (γ0(t))t∈R the parametrization of this
geodesic such that γ′0(0) = v. Let γε be the parametrization of the gε-geodesic
with same endpoints, with vε = γ′ε(0) = Φg0→gε(v).
By Proposition 5.4 and definitions from Section 2.4, uniform convergence of
Ψg0→gε on compact sets will follow from the convergence of Φg0→gε . So let us
prove the latter.
We will use the distance d(w,w′) = supt∈[0,1] dg0(pi(gt0w, gt0w′) on TM˜ and
show that for all α > 0, if ε is small enough, for all v ∈ K and t ∈ [0, 1],
dg0(pi(gt0v), pi(g
t
0vε)) ≤ α.
Choose some α > 0. By Propositions 5.3 and 5.4, for ε small enough, uni-
formly in v ∈ K, and t ∈ [−1, 1], we know that γε is in the α/2-neighbourhood
of γ0, and γε(t) is uniformly close to γ0(t). It implies that vε = γ′ε(0) and
v0 = γ
′
0(0) are uniformly close. As gε → g0 in the C1-topology, uniformly on
compact sets, it implies that for ε small enough, for all t ∈ [−1, 1], pi(gtε(vε))
and pi(gt0(vε)) will stay α/2-close. In particular, pi(gt0(vε)) will stay α-close from
γ0(t), for t ∈ [−1, 1]. That is the desired convergence.
Remark 5.8. Adapting Theorem 5.7 and the definition of the geodesic stretch
in the setting of CAT(−1) spaces would require a careful definition of the tangent
bundle on such spaces with its topology, which we will not do here.
Let us conclude this section by a key technical ingredient.
Theorem 5.9. Let (gε)−1<ε<1 be a family of metrics on M˜ with sectional
curvatures satisfying Kgε ≤ −a2, such that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), at all x ∈ M˜ ,
e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0, and gε → g0 in the C1-topology, uniformly on compact sets.
Then uniformly on compact sets of Sg0M˜ , we have
lim sup
ε→0
Eg0→gε(v) ≤ 1 .
Moreover,
Eg0→gε → 1 mg0µ − almost surely .
Proof. Observe that Lemma 2.5 gives the obvious upper bound lim sup
ε→0
Eg0→gε ≤
1, uniformly on Sg0M˜ . For the same reason, lim sup
ε→0
Egε→g0 ≤ 1, uniformly on
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SgεM˜ . By Corollary 2.15, one easily deduces that
‖mgεµ ‖
‖mg0µ ‖ → 1 when ε→ 0 (19)
Combined with the fact that lim sup
ε→0
Eg0→gε ≤ 1, this implies in turn that
Eg0→gε → 1 mg0µ -almost surely.
5.3 Narrow convergence of measures associated to a fixed
geodesic current
Recall that if µ is a Γ-invariant geodesic current and g an admissible metric on
M , we denote by mgµ the locally finite Radon measure on SgM whose lift to
SgM˜ is given by
dm˜gµ(v) = (H
g)∗(µ× dt).
The results of the previous paragraph imply the following fact.
Proposition 5.10. Let (gε)−1<ε<1 be a family of metrics on M˜ whose sectional
curvatures satisfy Kgε ≤ −a2, and such that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), at all x ∈ M˜ ,
e−εg0 ≤ gλ ≤ eεg0, and gε → g0 in the C1-topology, uniformly on compact sets.
Let µ be a Γ-invariant geodesic current. Then the measures mgεµ converge to mg0µ
in the dual of bounded continuous maps on TM (i.e. in the narrow topology).
Proof. By definition, for all ε ∈ (−1, 1) we havemgεµ = (Ψg0→gε)∗
(Eg0→gε ×mg0µ ).
Therefore the weak-* convergence (in the dual of continuous compactly sup-
ported functions) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.7 and dominated
convergence Theorem.
We also showed that ‖mgεµ ‖ → ‖mg0µ ‖, see Equation (19). It is classical
that it implies the convergence of the above measures in the dual of bounded
continuous functions. The result follows.
5.4 Weak convergence of Bowen-Margulis measures
We now show that, provided they are unique, the Bowen-Margulis measures are
continuous in the weak-* topology under Lipschitz deformations of the metric.
Proposition 5.11. Let (gε)−1≤ε≤1 be a family of metrics on M with sectional
curvatures satisfying Kgε ≤ −a2, such that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), (Γ, gε) is diver-
gent and at all x ∈ M˜ ,e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0.
Then for all x ∈ M˜ , the Patterson-Sullivan measures for gε normalized at o
converge: lim
ε→0
νgεx = ν
g0
x in the weak-* topology, uniformly in x on compact sets
of M˜ .
Proof. For all ε ∈ (−1, 1)\{0}, the measure νgεo is a probability measure on ΛΓ.
Let ν˜o = lim
εi→0
ν
gεi
0 be any of its weak limits. Define for all x ∈ M˜ a measure ν˜x
on ΛΓ by
dν˜x
dν˜o
(ξ) = e−δ(g0)B
g0
ξ (o,x).
It is a Γ-invariant, δ(g0) conformal family of measures, normalized at o. By
uniqueness of such a family, it coincides with (νg0x )x∈M˜ .
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Recall that µgBM denotes the g-Bowen-Margulis geodesic current on ∂
2M˜
given by
dµgBM (η, ξ) = dν
g
x(η)dν
g
x(ξ) = e
−δ(g)(Bgξ (o,x)+Bgη(o,x))dνgo (η)dν
g
o (ξ) ,
where x is any point on the g-geodesic with endpoints (η, ξ). We get the imme-
diate corollary of Propositions 5.4 and 5.11.
Corollary 5.12. Under the same assumptions, in the weak-* topology of ∂2M˜ ,
lim
ε→0
µgεBM = µ
g0
BM .
Remark 5.13. Once again, Proposition 5.11 and Corollary 5.12 are still valid
if we consider a family of Γ-invariant distances (dε)ε∈(−1,1) on M˜ such that
(M˜, dε) is a CAT(−1) and e−εd0 ≤ dε ≤ eεd0 forall ε ∈ (−1, 1).
We end this section by the convergence of Bowen-Margulis measures.
Theorem 5.14 (Convergence of Bowen-Margulis measures). Let (gε)−1<ε<1 be
a family of metrics on M˜ with sectional curvatures satisfying Kgε ≤ −a2, such
that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), at all x ∈ M˜ , e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0 and gε → g0 in
the C1-topology, uniformly on compact sets. Assume that Γ is divergent for all
metrics gε. Then in the weak-* topology of TM ,
lim
ε→0
mgεBM = m
g0
BM .
Proof. Let ϕ be a continuous map with compact support on TM . Write the
difference
∫
TM
ϕdmgε
µgεBM
−
∫
TM
ϕdmg0
µ
g0
BM
as
(∫
TM
ϕdmgε
µgεBM
−
∫
TM
ϕdmg0
µgεBM
)
+
(∫
TM
ϕdmg0
µgεBM
−
∫
TM
ϕdmg0
µ
g0
BM
)
By Corollary 5.12, the second difference converges to 0.
Proposition 2.13 allows to rewrite the first difference as∫
TM
ϕdmgε
µgεBM
−
∫
TM
ϕdmg0
µgεBM
=
∫
TM
(ϕ ◦Ψg0→gε × Eg0→gε − ϕ) dmg0
µgεBM
.
By Corollary 5.12, mg0
µgεBM
converges weakly to mg0
µ
g0
BM
in the dual of contin-
uous functions with compact support.
By Theorem 5.7, as lim sup
ε→0
Eg0→gε ≤ 1, if ϕ ≥ 0, we have lim sup
ε→0
ϕ◦Ψg0→gε×
Eg0→gε − ϕ ≤ 0. As the support of these maps is included in a fixed compact
set, we deduce that
lim sup
ε→0
∫
TM
(ϕ ◦Ψg0→gε × Eg0→gε − ϕ) dmg0
µgεBM
≤ 0 .
Now, rewrite this first difference as
−
(∫
TM
ϕdmg0
µgεBM
−
∫
TM
ϕdmgε
µgεBM
)
= −
∫
TM
(ϕ ◦Ψgε→g0 × Egε→g0 − ϕ) dmgε
µgεBM
.
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Observe first that, by the same arguments used in the proof of Equation
(19), the ratios of masses
‖mg0
µ
gε
BM
‖
‖mgε
µ
gε
BM
‖ goes to 1 when ε→ 0.
For the same reason as above, lim supε→0 Egε→g0 ≤ 1, so that for ϕ ≥ 0,
by Theorem 5.7, uniformly on TM , the limsup of ϕ ◦ Ψgε→g0 × Egε→g0 − ϕ is
nonpositive. By convergence of the ratio of masses mentioned above, and by
convergence of mg0
µgεBM
to mg0
µ
g0
BM
, its integral also has a nonpositive limsup, and
the sign minus in the above expression gives
lim inf
ε→0
∫
TM
ϕdmgε
µgεBM
−
∫
TM
ϕdmg0
µgεBM
≥ 0 .
The result follows.
6 Differentiability of the metric and topological
entropies
In this section, we show differentiability of topological and measure theoretic
entropies at ε = 0, when along a variation (gε)ε∈(−1,1) of metrics of a negatively
curved Riemannian manifold (M = M˜/Γ, g0). We will focus on two distinct
situations.
First, let µ be a Γ-invariant geodesic current on ∂2M˜ , and for all ε ∈ (−1, 1),
letmgεµ be the associated invariant measure for the geodesic flow (gtε) (see Section
2). Assume that the total mass of mg0µ is finite. We will show that the measure
theoretic entropy ε 7→ h(mgεµ , gε) is C1, with explicit derivatives.
We then focus on the topological entropy. Provided that Bowen-Margulis
measures of each geodesic flow (gtε) are finite, and that their masses vary contin-
uously, we show that the topological entropy is also C1, with a similar formula
for its derivative. The proofs are similar in both situations, and inspired from
[KKW91] and [Tap11].
Definition 6.1. Let M be a (non-compact) manifold. We say that a family of
complete Riemannian metrics (gε)ε∈(−1,1) on M converges to g0 uniformly in
the C1-topology if :
1. gε → g0 in the C1 topology, uniformly on compact sets, as in Definition
5.6;
2. there exists κ > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1) and all v ∈ TM with
||v||g0 ≤ 1, ∣∣∣∣ dds
∣∣∣∣
s=ε
gs(v, v)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ κ;
A C2 variation of metric with compact support, or with non-compact support
but uniformly bounded second derivative, is a typical example of such uniformly
C1 family. If (gε)ε∈(−1,1) is such a uniformly C1 family of complete metrics on
M , one immediately see that there exists B = B(C1, ε) > 0 such that at all
x ∈M and for all ε ∈ (−1, 1),
e−Bεg0 ≤ gε ≤ eBεg0 ,
which allows us to apply the results shown in the previous section.
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6.1 Variation of metric entropy
This paragraph is devoted to the proof of the following result, which seems to
us new even in the compact case.
Theorem 6.2. Let b > a > 0, ε > 0 and let (gε)ε∈(−1,1) be a family of com-
plete metrics on M = M˜/Γ whose curvatures and derivatives of curvatures are
uniformly bounded, and moreover such that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1) and at all points,
−b2 ≤ Kgε ≤ −a2. Assume that gε → g0 uniformly C1. Let µ be a Γ-invariant
geodesic current on ∂2M˜ such that mg0µ is finite.
Then the local entropy ε 7→ hlocΓ (mgεµ , gε) of the (gtε)-invariant measures mgεµ
is differentiable at ε = 0 with derivative given by
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
hlocΓ (m
gε
µ , gε) = −hlocΓ (mg0µ , g0)×
∫
Sg0M
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
||v||gε dm
g0
µ (v)
||mg0µ || .
Proof. Let µ be a Γ-invariant geodesic current on ∂2M˜ such that mg0µ is finite.
It follows from Proposition 2.15 that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), the measures mgεµ are
finite. Moreover, by Corollary 5.10, lim
ε→0
mgεµ = m
g0
µ and lim
ε→0
mgεµ
||mgεµ || =
mg0µ
||mg0µ || in
the narrow topology.
By Theorem 3.7, if g1 and g2 are admissible metrics on M , we know that
hlocΓ (m
g2
µ , g2) =
∫
Sg2M
Eg1→g2(v)dm¯g2µ (v).hlocΓ (mg1µ , g1). (20)
By Theorem 5.9, this implies that the local entropy hlocΓ (m
gε
µ , gε) converges
to hlocΓ (m
g0
µ , g0) when ε→ 0. Moreover, (20) and Lemma 2.5 also imply that
hlocΓ (m
g2
µ , g2) ≤
∫
Sg2M
||v||g1 dm¯g2µ (v).hlocΓ (mg1µ , g1).
Applying it with g1 = g0 and g2 = gε first, and second with g1 = gε and g2 = g0,
we get
hlocΓ (m
g0
µ , g0)
(
1∫
Sg0M
||v||gε dm¯g0µ (v) − 1
)
≤ hlocΓ (mgεµ , gε)− hlocΓ (mg0µ , g0))
≤ hlocΓ (mg0µ , g0)
(∫
SgεM
||v||g0 dm¯gεµ (v)− 1
)
,
which yields to
hlocΓ (m
g0
µ , g0)
∫
Sg0M
||v||g0−||v||gε
ε dm¯
g0
µ (v)∫
Sg0M
||v||gε dm¯g0µ (v) ≤
hlocΓ (m
gε
µ , gε)− hlocΓ (mg0µ , g0)
ε
≤ hlocΓ (mg0µ , g0)
∫
SgλM
||v||g0 − ||v||gε
ε
dm¯gεµ (v).
Now, dominated convergence theorem, continuity of ε→ hlocΓ (mgεµ , gε) at ε = 0,
and narrow convergence of m
gε
µ
‖mgεµ ‖ towards
mg0µ
‖mg0µ ‖ give
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
hlocΓ (m
gε
µ , gε) = −hlocΓ (mg0µ , g0)×
∫
Sg0M
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
||v||gε dm¯g0µ (v) .
This is the desired result.
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Remark 6.3. In the above approach, we used lemma 2.5 to bound from the
above Eg1→g2 by the smooth quantity ‖v‖g2 . A slightly more direct approach
could have been to use in the above computations the fact that
Eg0→gε(v) = 1 + ε d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
||v||gε + εα(ε, v),
where α is uniformly bounded on (−1, 1) × Sg0M and for all v ∈ Sg0M ,
lim
ε→0
α(v, ε) = 0. However, the proof of such estimate would be long and techni-
cal, and would require additional assumptions of regularity on the variation of
metric.
6.2 Variation of topological entropy
We now show differentiability of the topological entropy htop(gε) at ε = 0. It
is not a corollary of Theorem 6.2 since we have to consider Bowen-Margulis
geodesic currents µgεBM depending on the metric gε. However, the strategy
of proof is very similar, as by Theorem 5.14, mgεBM → mg0BM in the weak-*
topology. The only missing ingredient is the convergence of Bowen-Margulis
measures in the dual of bounded continuous functions. It is therefore required
in the assumptions of Theorem 6.4. We refer to Section 7 for the study of the
large class of the so-called SPR manifolds, which will satisfy this assumption.
Theorem 6.4. Let b > a > 0, and let (gε)ε∈(−1,1) be a family of complete
metrics on M such that
1. for all ε ∈ (−1, 1) and at all point, −b2 ≤ Kgε ≤ −a2 ;
2. gε → g0 uniformly in the C1 topology as in Definition 6.1 ;
3. for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), the Bowen-Margulis measure mgεBM of the geodesic flow
(gtε)t∈R on SgεM has finite mass;
4. the map ε→ ||mgεBM || is continuous at ε = 0.
Then the entropy ε 7→ htop(gε) is C1 at ε = 0 with derivative given by
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
htop(gε) = −htop(g0)
∫
Sg0M
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
||v||gε dm
g0
BM (v)
||mg0BM ||
.
Proof. As the preceding one, our strategy of proof is inspired from [KKW91]
and [Tap11]. Corollary 3.17 shows that if g1 and g2 are admissible metrics M
with finite Bowen-Margulis measures, then
htop(g2) ≤
∫
Sg2M
Eg1→g2(v) dm
g2
BM (v)
‖mg2BM‖
·htop(g1) ≤
∫
Sg2M
||v||g1
dmg2BM (v)
‖mg2BM‖
·htop(g1) ,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 2.5. Applying it to gε and g0 on
both sides, we get for all ε ∈ (−1, 1),
htop(g0)×
∫
Sg0M
||v||g0−||v||gε
λ
dm
g0
BM (v)
‖mg0BM‖∫
Sg0M
||v||gε dm
g0
BM (v)
‖mg0BM‖
≤ htop(gλ)− htop(g0)
λ
≤ htop(g0)×
∫
SgεM
||v||g0 − ||v||gε
ε
dmgεBM (v)
‖mgεBM‖
.
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The assumptions of the Theorem are now exactly done to make the above in-
tegrals converge. We deduce that topological entropy is differentiable at ε = 0,
with
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
htop(gε) = −htop(g0)×
∫
Sg0M
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
||v||gε dm¯g0BM (v) .
7 Entropy at infinity and Strongly Positively Re-
current groups
In this section, our goal is to propose a wide class of manifolds and metrics to
which Theorem 6.4 will apply. In view of this goal, proving differentiability of
entropy, this section is apparently technical. However, the definition of this class
of manifolds, and the related concepts studied here, is probably one of the main
novelties in our paper. We refer to [ST] for further results on these manifolds.
We define the entropy at infinity δ∞(M, g) of a negatively curved manifold
(M, g) (see Definition 7.12), as the maximal exponential growth of the dynamics
away from any given (large) compact set. In particular, it is invariant under
any C2 compact perturbation of a negatively curved metric.
We introduce the class of strongly positively recurrent manifolds (M, g), de-
fined as those negatively curved manifolds whose entropy at infinity is strictly
smaller than the total topological entropy of the geodesic flow.
As said in the introduction, the notion of strong positive recurrence appeared
in [Sar01] in the context of symbolic dynamics over an infinite alphabet, and
has been used later by some other authors among which [BBG14]. A former
terminology due to [GS98] was stable positive recurrence. This terminology
could be more adapted to the kind of results that we prove here. In any case,
as will be seen below and in [ST], the acronyme SPR is perfectly adapted to the
concept.
The simplest nontrivial examples are geometrically finite hyperbolic mani-
folds, but this class also includes most known examples of non-compact mani-
folds with negative curvature whose geodesic flow has a finite Bowen-Margulis
measure, and many new ones (see section 7.3).
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 7.1. Let (M, g0) be a manifold with pinched negative curvature and
bounded derivatives of the curvature.
If (M, g0) is a strongly positively recurrent manifold, then the Bowen-Margulis
measure of its geodesic flow is finite.
Moreover, if (gε)ε∈(−1,1) is a uniformly C1-variation of smooth complete met-
rics on M with pinched negative curvature and bounded derivatives of metrics,
satisfying all Kgε ≤ −a2 < 0, then
1. For ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0) small enough, all metrics gε are strongly positively re-
current.
2. The mass of the associated (finite) Bowen-Margulis mgεBM varies continu-
ously on (−ε0, ε0).
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The first part of this theorem (finiteness of Bowen-Margulis) has been proven
independently and simultaneously by A. Velozo [Vel17] by a different approach.
As a corollary, all assumptions of Theorem 6.4 hold for such a variation
of metrics, so that we get the following result, which answers positively the
question at the origin of this work.
Corollary 7.2. Let (gε)ε∈(−1,1) be a uniformly C1 family of complete metrics
on the manifold M with pinched negative curvature and bounded derivatives of
the curvature. Assume that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), −b2 ≤ Kgε ≤ −a2 for some
b > a > 0. Then the entropy ε 7→ htop(gε) is C1 around ε = 0, and its derivative
is given by
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
htop(gε) = −htop(g0)×
∫
Sg0M
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
||v||gε dm
g0
BM (v)
||mg0BM ||
.
In view of the length of this section, let us present the strategy of the proof.
Heuristically, the SPR assumption allows to neglect the dynamical contri-
bution of the complement of a large compact set to the dynamics. We develop
this idea in two introductive parts 7.1 and 7.2, defining the growth of the fun-
damental group outside a compact set, the entropy at infinity and the class of
Strongly Positively Recurrent manifolds.
In Subsection 7.3 we provide an illustration of this concept, by describing
different families of examples of SPR manifolds.
A criterion of finiteness of the Bowen-Margulis measure from [PS18] is used
to prove the first part of Theorem 7.1. Subsection 7.4 is devoted to this proof.
All entropies considered here are continuous for a negatively curved pertur-
bation (gε)−1≤ε≤1 satisfying e−εg0 ≤ gε ≤ eεg0. Thus, the SPR assumption,
which is the existence of a critical gap between the entropy at infinity and the
topological entropy is stable under such small perturbations. And the existence
of a large compact set concentrating the most part of the dynamics allows to
prove that its complement is of small Bowen-Margulis measure, uniformly in
the perturbation. These ideas are developped in subsection 7.5, where we prove
that for a variation of a SPR metric as above, the mass of the Bowen-Margulis
measures varies continuously.
As said in the introduction, these results imply all Theorems stated in the
introduction. Theorem 1.5 is an immediate consequence of section 7.3 and the
first part of Theorem 7.1. Theorem 1.6 is a reformulation of the second part of
Theorem 7.1. At last, our main result, Theorem 1.7, follows from Theorems 6.4
and 1.6 (or 7.1).
7.1 Fundamental group outside a given compact set
Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold with pinched negative curvature
−b2 ≤ Kg ≤ −a2 < 0, whose fundamental group Γ = pi1(M) is non-elementary.
Let pΓ : M˜ → M be the universal covering map. Let o ∈ M˜ be a point, fixed
once for all. For any set W ⊂M , we will write W c = M\W .
Definition 7.3. Let W ⊂M be a compact pathwise connected set which is the
closure of its interior, and whose boundary is piecewise C1. A nice preimage of
W is a compact set W˜ ⊂ M˜ such that
1. pΓ(W˜ ) = W and the restriction of pΓ to the interior of W˜ is injective ;
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2. W˜ has a piecewise C1 boundary.
Remark 7.4. We will often refer to and use results of [PS18]. In this reference,
W is a subset of SgM and W˜ is an open set inside p−1Γ (W) such that pΓ : W˜ →
W is onto. As we deal with several metrics and several unit tangent bundle, it
is better here to work with W ⊂M . The reader can think to W as SgW . The
fact that W is compact here, and W open in [PS18] is just a matter of taste in
some arguments.
We gather in the following lemma elementary useful facts.
Lemma 7.5. Let W be a compact pathwise connected set with piecewise C1
boundary, which is the closure of its interior.
1. A nice preimage W˜ of W exists.
2. If W2 ⊃W1, then they admit nice preimages W˜2 ⊃ W˜1.
3. If γ 6= id then γ·
◦
W˜ ∩
◦
W˜= ∅
4. The set {γ ∈ Γ ; γ · W˜ ∩ W˜ 6= ∅} is finite. We call such γW˜ the adjacent
elements of W˜ .
Proof. Choose some w ∈ W , lift it to w˜ ∈ p−1Γ (W ) and construct the Dirichlet
domain
W˜ = {z ∈ p−1Γ (W ), ∀γ ∈ Γ, dg(z, w˜) ≤ dg(z, γw˜)} .
It is a compact set with C1-boundary which satisfies the properties stated in the
lemma. If W1 ⊂ W2, choose some w ∈ p−1Γ (W1) ⊂ p−1Γ (W2). For i = 1, 2 the
Dirichlet domains W˜1 ⊂ W˜2 ⊂ p−1Γ (Wi) satisfy Fact 2.
The following notion was introduced in [PS18].
Definition 7.6. Let W ⊂ M be a compact set and W˜ a nice preimage of W .
The fundamental group of M out of W˜ is the set Γg
W˜
of elements γ ∈ Γ such
that there exists x, y ∈ W˜ and a g-geodesic segment cγ joining x to γy such that
for all h ∈ Γ ,
cγ ∩ p−1Γ W = cγ ∩ Γ.W˜ ⊂ W˜ ∪ γ · W˜ .
By compactness of W˜ we will always assume that x, y ∈ ∂W˜ .
Heuristically, as explained in [PS18], Γg
W˜
represents loops pΓ([x, γy]) which
go outside W at the beginning, and come back to W only at the end. This
heuristics does not work perfectly, depending on the topology ofW , for example
when it has holes.
The set Γg
W˜
will help controlling what happens far at infinity. In particular it
follows immediately from the definition that it is not sensitive to small compact
perturbations of the metric g, as stated in the proposition below.
Proposition 7.7. Let (M, g0) be a complete negatively curved metric and W ⊂
M be a compact set, with nice preimage W˜ . For any proper compact subset
K ⊂ ◦W and any metric g such that g1 = g2 outside K, we have ΓW˜ (g1) =
Γ
W˜
(g2).
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By definition, idΓ ∈ Γg
W˜
, and γ ∈ Γg
W˜
iff γ−1 ∈ Γg
W˜
. When (M, g) is a
geometrically finite manifold, for suitable choice of W , Γg
W˜
is a union of groups.
But in general, Γg
W˜
is not a group at all, as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 7.8. With the previous notations, let W ⊂M be a compact path-
wise connected set with piecewise C1 boundary and W˜ be a nice preimage of W .
If γ ∈ Γ
W˜
is a hyperbolic element whose axis Aγ intersects the interior of W˜ ,
then there exists N = N(γ) > 0 such that for all n ≥ N , γn /∈ Γg
W˜
.
Proof. Let γ ∈ Γg
W˜
be such an hyperbolic element. Its axis Aγ intersects W˜ ,
and therefore also γW˜ and all iterates γnW˜ . Choose some x0 ∈ Aγ∩
◦
W˜ and let
d0 = d
g(x0, ∂W˜ ) > 0. Let x, y ∈ W˜ . By lemma 5.1 (2), with K = diam(W˜ ),
α = d0/2, we know that if dg(x, γny) = n`g(γ)± 2diamW˜ ≥ 2R0, all points in
the middle interval of length 2T = `g(γ) of the g-geodesic segment from x to γny
would be at distance less than d0/2 from Aγ , and therefore some of them would
be inside γkW˜ , for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1. This implies n`g(γ) ≤ 2R0 +2diam(W˜ ),
which proves the proposition.
The set Γ
W˜
depends on W and the choice of its preimage W˜ , but not too
strongly as illustrated by the following proposition.
Proposition 7.9. 1. LetW ⊂M be a compact set (with piecewise C1 bound-
ary), and W˜ be a nice preimage. let α ∈ Γ. Then Γg
αW˜
= αΓg
W˜
α−1.
2. If W1 and W2 are compact sets of M (with piecewise C1 boundary) such
that W1 ⊂
◦
W2 with respective nice preimages W˜1 ⊂ W˜2, there exists k ≥ 1
and α1, ..., αk ∈ Γ such that
Γ
W˜2
⊂
k⋃
i,j=1
αiΓW˜1(αj)
−1 .
3. If W˜1 and W˜2 are nice preimages of W , then there exists a finite set
{α1, ..., αk} ⊂ Γ such that
Γ
W˜2
⊂
p⋃
i,j=1
αiΓW˜1(αj)
−1.
Proof. The first item of the proposition is obvious. Let us show 2. Set
D = 2diam(W2) and η = inf {dg(w, ∂W2) ; w ∈W1} > 0.
Let γ ∈ Γg
W˜2
. There exist x2, y2 ∈ ∂W˜2 such that the g-geodesic segment
[x2, γy2] intersects ΓW˜2 only in W˜2 ∪ γW˜2. Now, choose some x1, y1 ∈ ∂W˜1.
By Lemma 5.1, there exists L = L(D, η) > 0 and R = R(D, η) > 2L
such that for all x1, y1, x2, y2 ∈ M˜ with dg(x1, x2) ≤ D, dg(y1, y2) ≤ D and
dg(x2, y2) ≥ R, the g-geodesic segment (x1, y1) is contained in the η2 -neighbourhood
of (x2, y2) except inside the balls Bg(x1, L) and Bg(y1, L).
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Let α1, ..., αk ∈ Γ be the (finitely many) elements such that dg(W˜1, αiW˜1) =
inf{dg(a, b), a ∈ W˜1, b ∈ αiW˜1} ≤ L.
Let W˜1 ⊂ W˜2 be included nice preimages of W1 and W2, and let γ ∈ ΓW˜2
such that dg(o, γo) ≥ R+2D. Then there exists x2, y2 ∈ ∂W˜2 such that (x2, γy2)
does not intersect p−1Γ (W2). By construction there exists x1, y1 ∈ W˜1 such that
dg(x1, x2) ≤ D and dg(y1, y2) ≤ D. The geodesic (x1, γ · y1) is η2 -close to the
geodesic (x2, γ · y2) outside the balls Bg(x1, L) and Bg(γ · y1, L), hence does
not intersect p−1Γ (W1) except maybe in these balls. Thus, there exist αi, αj in
the above finite set, such that the geodesic segment (x1, γy1) does not intersect
ΓW˜1 between αiW˜1 and γαjW˜1. Therefore, α−1i γαj ∈ ΓW˜1 or in other words,
γ ∈ αiΓW˜1α
−1
j .
The proof of the last item is similar, and we let it to the reader.
7.2 Entropy at infinity
Proposition 7.10. Let W ⊂M be a compact set and W˜ a nice preimage of W .
The critical exponent δW c(g) of the Poincaré series
∑
γ∈Γ
W˜
e−sd
g(o,γ·o) is equal to
δW c(g) = lim sup
R→∞
log #
{
γ ∈ Γ
W˜
, dg(o, γo) ≤ R}
R
and does not depend on the choice of a nice preimage W˜ ⊂ M˜ of W nor o ∈ M˜ .
We call it the entropy out of W of (M, g).
Proof. It follows from the triangular inequality that δW c(g) does not depend on
the choice of o. Let us show that it does not depend on the choice of preimage.
Let W˜1 and W˜2 be two nice preimages of W . By Proposition 7.9, there exists
k ≥ 0 and α1, ..., αk ∈ Γ such that
Γ
W˜2
⊂
k⋃
i,j=1
αiΓW˜1α
−1
j . (21)
Set
D = max
dg(w, o) ; w ∈ W˜2 ∪
k⋃
i,j=1
αiΓW˜1(αj)
−1
 .
Define for i = 1, 2 and R > 0,
Γ
W˜i
(R) =
{
γ ∈ Γ
W˜i
; dg(o, γo) ≤ R
}
.
It follows from (21) and triangular inequality that for all R > 0,
Γ
W˜2
(R) ⊂
k⋃
i,j=1
αiΓW˜1(R+ 2D)(αj)
−1,
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and therefore # Γ
W˜2
(R) ≤ k2# Γ
W˜1
(R+ 2D). This gives immediately
lim sup
R→+∞
1
R
log #Γ
W˜2
(R) ≤ lim sup
R→+∞
1
R
log #Γ
W˜1
(R) .
By symmetry, the reverse inequality also holds, and the result follows.
Proposition 7.11. Let (M, g) be a complete negatively curved metric.
1. For any proper compact subset K ⊂ ◦W and any metric g2 such that g1 = g2
outside K, we have δW c(g1) = δW c(g2).
2. For all compact sets W1,W2 such that W1 ⊂
◦
W2⊂M , we have δW c1 ≥ δW c2 .
Proof. Item 1 follows from Proposition 7.7. Item 2 can be proven similarly to
Proposition 7.10, thanks to Proposition 7.9.
For a global variation of the metric (i.e. beyond W ), even small, the be-
haviour of δW c(g) is not clear since the set ΓW˜ depends on the metric.
Definition 7.12. The entropy at infinity of (M, g) is
δ∞(g) = inf { δW (g), W ⊂M compact set } .
Proposition 7.11 implies the following natural characterization of the entropy
at infinity.
Proposition 7.13. Let (M, g) be a complete negatively curved manifold and
(Wi)i∈N be an increasing exhaustion of M by compact sets. Then
δ∞(g) = lim
i→∞
δW ci (g) .
Moreover, it is invariant under any negatively curved perturbation of the metric
with compact support.
This entropy at infinity is a dynamical analogous to the bottom of the es-
sential spectrum of the Laplacian in spectral geometry. We will use this fact in
some of the examples given in Section 7.3.
Definition 7.14. The complete manifold (M, g) is called strongly/stably pos-
itively recurrent (SPR), if δ∞(g) < δΓ(g). We will also call this property a
critical gap at infinity.
By definition, if (M, g) is strongly positively recurrent, there exists a compact
set W ⊂M such that δW < δΓ.
Remark 7.15. The reader may have noticed that the definition of ΓU˜ given
in [PS18] p.4 is slightly different to ours, since it is written for an open set U˜
which projects onto U =
◦
W . Nevertheless, these definitions almost coincide in
the following sense. Let W ⊂M be a compact set with nice preimage W˜ ⊂ M˜ ,
let U˜ ⊂ M˜ be an open set which projects onto U = ◦W . Let ΓU˜ be defined as in
[PS18], and Γ
W˜
be defined as above. Then there exists α1, ..., αk ∈ Γ such that
ΓU˜ ⊂
k⋃
i,j=1
αiΓW˜ (αj)
−1 and Γ
W˜
⊂
k⋃
i,j=1
αiΓU˜ (αj)
−1.
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Therefore ΓU˜ and ΓW˜ have the same critical exponent and all results stated in
[PS18] to characterize the finiteness of Gibbs measures in terms of ΓU˜ are also
valid for our definition of Γ
W˜
.
7.3 Examples of SPR manifolds
We present here three classes of SPR manifolds. The first examples are geomet-
rically finite manifolds with critical gap studied in [DOP00]. Schottky products
furnish also plenty of examples, generalizing the examples of [Pei03]. At last,
we describe examples inspired by Ancona’s examples in [Anc].
These examples are almost the only known examples of non-compact mani-
folds with finite Bowen-Margulis measure. To our knowledge, the only exception
is the construction of Peigné [Pei11] of geometrically finite manifolds with finite
Bowen-Margulis measure but without critical gap, see [Pei11].
7.3.1 Geometrically finite manifolds with critical gap
The convex core CC(M) ⊂M is the image on M of the convex hull of the limit
set ΛΓ inside M˜ . The nonwandering set Ω ⊂ SgM of the geodesic flow is the
set of vectors v ∈ SgM such that v± ∈ ΛΓ. By definition, Ω ⊂ SgCC(M). A
parabolic subgroup P of Γ is a subgroup which fixes a point at infinity, and
therefore stabilizes any horoball H centered at this point.
A cusp is the image on M of such a horoball.
The manifold M is geometrically finite if its convex core can be written as
a finite union
CC(M) = C0 unionsq C1 unionsq · · · unionsq CK ,
where C0 is a compact set and the Ci are finitely many cusps, images through
pΓ of horoballs Hi stabilized by parabolic subgroups Pi of Γ. The complete
reference on such manifolds is [Bow95]. Parabolic subgroups have a positive
critical exponent. The preimage on M˜ of a cusp Ci is the orbit of an horoball
Hi, and the stabilizer of any horoball γHi is conjugated to the stabilizer Pi of
Hi in Γ.
A convex-cocompact manifold is a geometrically finite manifold without cusps;
in other words, it is a manifold whose convex core is compact.
Proposition 7.16. Let (M, g) be a manifold with pinched negative curvature.
If (M, g) is convex-cocompact, its entropy at infinity vanishes. If (M, g) is geo-
metrically finite with k cusps represented by parabolic subgroups P1, ...,Pk ⊂ Γ,
then
δ∞(g) = max {δP1(g), ..., δPk(g)} .
In particular, a geometrically finite manifold is strongly positively recurrent if
and only if
max {δP1(g), ..., δPk(g)} < δΓ .
This condition is precisely the critical gap criterion introduced by Dalbo,
Otal and Peigné in [DOP00]. It is satisfied in particular by locally symmetric
geometrically finite manifolds and their small compact C2 perturbations. The
notion of SPR manifold allows to generalize many results of [DOP00] and others
on geometrically finite manifolds to all strongly positively recurrent manifolds.
The result follows immediately from Proposition 7.17 below.
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Proposition 7.17. Let (M, g) be a manifold with pinched negative curvature.
If (M, g) is convex-cocompact andW is a compact set such that CC(M) ⊂ ◦W ,
then Γ
W˜
is finite.
If (M, g) is geometrically finite with k cusps, then there exists a compact
set W ⊂ M with nice preimage W˜ , a finite set Γ0
W˜
, finitely many elements
α1, . . . , αN ∈ Γ, and parabolic subgroups P1, ...,Pk ⊂ Γ such that
Γ
W˜
(g) = Γ0(W˜ ) ∪
⋃
i,j
αi (P1 ∪ ... ∪ Pk)α−1j .
Proof. Assume first (M, g) be convex-cocompact and CC(M) ⊂ ◦W . Let D be
the diameter of W and η = inf {dg(w, ∂W ) ; w ∈ CC(M)} > 0. Let γ ∈ Γ
W˜
,
x, y ∈ ∂W˜ and choose x1, y1 ∈ C˜C(M) such that d(x, x1) ≤ D and d(y, y1) ≤ D.
By Lemma 5.1, there exists some R0 depending on D, η such that if `g(γ) ≥ R0,
there exists some z ∈ (x, γy), z1 ∈ (x1, γy1) such that dg(z, z1) ≤ η/2. But
C˜C(M) is convex, so that z1 ∈ C˜C(M) and z is at distance η/2 of C˜C(M)
and therefore inside ΓW˜ . Thus, γ /∈ Γ
W˜
. Therefore, all elements of Γ
W˜
have
bounded length less than R0, so that ΓW˜ is finite, included in {γ ∈ Γ, `g(γ) ≤
R0}.
Assume now that M is geometrically finite with cusps, and let CC(M) =
C0 unionsq (unionsqki=1) be a decomposition of the convex core into a compact part and
finitely many disjoint cusps. Let W ⊂ M be a compact set such that ◦W⊃
CC(M). Choose some nice preimage W˜ and disjoint horoballs Hi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k
whose boundary intersect W˜ . Let Pi be the stabilizer of Hi in Γ.
Let γ ∈ Γ
W˜
be such that `g(γ) ≥ R0 and x, y ∈ ∂W˜ . As noticed above, by
Lemma 5.1, the geodesic segment (x, γy) is (except at the beginning and the
end, inside balls Bg(x, L) and Bg(γy, L)) in the η/2 neighbourhood of C˜C(M).
As already said in [PS18], if γ ∈ Γ
W˜
, except for a bounded amount of time
at the beginning and the end, the geodesic segment pΓ(x, γy) has to leave the
compact part C0 and enter in some cusp Ci. Therefore, there exists a finite set
{α1, . . . αN} such that for some 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , the geodesic segment (αix, γαjy)
stays in some horoball Hl. As in the proof of Proposition 7.9, one deduces
that Γ
W˜
⊂ Γ0
W˜
∪ ∪i,j,lαlPiα−1j with Γ0W˜ ⊂ {γ ∈ Γ, `g(γ) ≤ R0} as in the
convex-cocompact case.
7.3.2 Schottky products
We present now a family of geometrically infinite examples first studied in
[Pei03]. Let G and H be discrete groups of isometries of a complete manifolds
(M˜, g) with pinched negative curvature. They are in Schottky position if there
exists disjoint compact sets UG, UH ⊂ M˜ ∪∂M˜ such that for all g ∈ G\{id} and
all h ∈ H\{id}, we have
g
(
(M˜ ∪ ∂M˜)\UG
)
⊂ UG and h
(
(M˜ ∪ ∂M˜)\UH
)
⊂ UH .
In particular, by Klein’s ping-pong argument, they generate a free product:
Γ = 〈G,H〉 = G ∗ H. The entropy at infinity behaves nicely under Schottky
products, as shown by the following theorem.
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Theorem 7.18. Let G and H be discrete groups of isometries of a complete
manifold (M˜, g) with pinched negative curvature which are in Schottky position.
Let Γ = 〈G,H〉 = G ∗ H. Denote respectively by MΓ = M˜/Γ, MG = M˜/G
and MH = M˜/H the associated quotient manifolds endowed with the quotient
metric induced by g. Then
δ∞(MΓ) = max {δ∞(MG), δ∞(MH)} .
As an immediate corollary, we get the following result.
Corollary 7.19. Let G and H be discrete groups of isometries of a complete
manifold (M˜, g) with pinched negative curvature which are in Schottky position.
Let MG,MH , and MG∗H be the quotient manifolds. Their critical exponents
satisfy
δG∗H ≥ max {δG, δH} ≥ max {δ∞(MG), δ∞(MH)} = δ∞(MG∗H) (22)
In particular,
1. if G and H are Strongly Positively Recurrent, then G ∗H is also.
2. if δG∗H > max{δ∞(MG), δ∞(MH)}, then G ∗H is strongly positively re-
current.
In both cases (M˜/Γ, g) has a finite Bowen-Margulis measure.
It was originally shown by M. Peigné in [Pei11] that if δΓ > max{δG, δH}
then (M˜/Γ, g) has a finite Bowen-Margulis measure. The above corollary with
Theorem 7.1 guarantees this finiteness under a weaker condition.
It was shown in [DOP00] that if G ⊂ Γ is a divergent subgroup, then δG < δΓ.
We get therefore the following corollary.
Corollary 7.20. Let G,H be discrete divergent groups of isometries of a com-
plete manifolds (M˜, g) with pinched negative curvature which are in Schottky
position. Then Γ = 〈G,H〉 = G ∗H is strongly positively recurrent.
This last corollary allows a lot of topologically infinite examples. For in-
stance, if G and H are discrete subgroups of the group of isometries of the hy-
perbolic space, whose limit set are not the whole boundary, they can be settled
in Schottky position by taking suitable conjugation with hyperbolic elements.
If G and H are Z-covers of convex-cocompact groups, they are divergent and
their Schottky product gives a SPR manifold, hence with finite Bowen-Margulis
measure, whose fundamental group is not even finitely generated.
Proof. Our proof relies on the ideas of Section 9 of [PS18]. Let UG and UH be
the sets ensuring the Schottky position of G and H. Since they are compact in
M˜ ∪ ∂M˜ and since Kg ≤ −a2 < 0, a key point is that there exists ρ > 0 such
that all geodesics from UG to UH intersect the ball Bg(o, ρ). Moreover, without
loss of generality, we can assume that the point o is neither in UG nor in UH .
Let MΓ = M˜/Γ, MG = M˜/G and MH = M˜/H. Let pΓ : M˜ → MΓ,
pG : M˜ →MG and pH : M˜ →MH be the associated covering maps.
For all R ≥ ρ, define WRΓ = pΓ(Bg(o,R)) ⊂MΓ, WRG = pG(Bg(o,R)) ⊂MG
and WRH = pH(B
g(o,R)) ⊂ MH . Let W˜RΓ , W˜RG , W˜RH ⊂ M˜ be nice preimages
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UH
WΓUG
ρ
o
Figure 6: Schottky manifold
(Dirichlet domains viewed from o) of WRΓ ,W
R
G ,W
R
H , respectively for the actions
of Γ, G, H. By definition of WRΓ ,W
R
G ,W
R
H and of a Dirichlet domain, one easily
checks that they all lie inside Bg(o,R). Moreover, as pG and pH are intermediate
covers between M˜ and MΓ, we have o ∈ W˜RΓ ⊂ W˜RG ∩ W˜RH ⊂ Bg(o,R).
Let Γ
W˜RΓ
⊂ Γ, G
W˜RG
⊂ G and H
W˜RH
⊂ H be the fundamental groups respec-
tively of Γ, G and H respectively out of W˜RΓ , W˜
R
G , W˜
R
H , according to Definition
7.6.
A key fact is the following.
Lemma 7.21 (Pit-Schapira, [PS18]). For all R > 0, there exists a finite set
S ⊂ Γ such that
Γ
W˜RG
⊂ G ∪H ∪ S.
It implies that δ∞(MΓ) ≤ δ(WRΓ )c(Γ) ≤ max{δG, δH} , and therefore, if δΓ >
max{δG, δH} then Γ is strongly positively recurrent.
We precise this inclusion in the following lemma, which implies immediately
Theorem 7.18.
Lemma 7.22. With the previous notations, for all R ≥ ρ + 1, there exist a
finite set F such that
Γ
W˜ 2RΓ
⊂ S ∪G
W˜ 2RG
∪H
W˜ 2RH
⊂ S ∪ F ∪
⋃
α,β∈F
αΓ
W˜RΓ
β.
Proof. Let us first show the left inclusion. It follows from the previous lemma
that Γ
W˜ 2RΓ
⊂ G ∪H ∪ S. Moreover,
G · W˜ 2RG = G ·Bg(o, 2R) ⊂ Γ · W˜ 2RΓ = Γ ·Bg(o, 2R).
For each γ ∈ Γ
W˜ 2RΓ
∩G, there exist x, y ∈ W˜ 2RΓ ⊂ W˜ 2RG such that
[x, γy]∩Γ.W˜ 2RΓ ⊂ W˜ 2RΓ ∪γ.W˜ 2RΓ , whence [x, γy]∩G ·W˜ 2RG ⊂ W˜ 2RG ∪γW˜ 2RG ,
so that γ ∈ G
W˜ 2RG
. It shows that Γ
W˜ 2RΓ
∩G ⊂ G
W˜ 2RG
.
Similarly, Γ
W˜ 2RΓ
∩H ⊂ H
W˜ 2RH
.
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Let us now prove the right inclusion. We want to show that there exists a
finite set F ⊂ Γ such that G
W˜ 2RG
⊂ F ∪
⋃
α,β∈F
αΓ
W˜RΓ
β, the case of H
W˜ 2RH
being
similar.
Define FλR as FλR = {γ ∈ Γ, γBg(o, λR) ∩Bg(o, λR) 6= ∅}.
First observe that for λ ≥ 2, we have
W˜ 2RΓ ⊂ W˜ 2RG ⊂ ∪α∈FλRα.W˜RΓ . (23)
Let g ∈ G
W˜ 2RG
, g /∈ F . By definition, there exist x, y ∈ W˜ 2RG such that (x, gy)
intersects G.W˜ 2RG only in W˜
2R
G and gW˜
2R
G . We will show that (x, gy) intersects
Γ.W˜RΓ = Γ.W˜
R
G only inside W˜
2R
G and gW˜
2R
G . By equation (23), as in the proof
of Proposition 7.9, it will imply that g ∈ ∪α,β∈FλRαΓW˜RΓ β. In fact, we will show
that if (x, gy) intersects some γ.W˜RΓ , then either γ or g
−1γ is in the finite set
F , so that by the same argument, g ∈ ∪α,β∈FλRαΓW˜RΓ β.
By contradiction, assume that the geodesic segment (x, gy) intersects γW˜RΓ ,
with γ 6= id, g, and γ, g−1γ /∈ FλR. In particular, d(o, γo) > 2λR and d(go, γo) >
2λR. As g ∈ G
W˜ 2RG
, we know that γ /∈ G. Denote by zγ ∈ (x, gy) the closest
point to γo in (x, y) ∩ W˜RΓ . By the above, we have d(x, zγ) ≥ d(o, γo) − 3R ≥
(2λ− 3)R.
By definition of a Schottky product, as o /∈ UG ∪ UH , either γo ∈ UG or
γo ∈ UH . Assume first that γo ∈ UH . Recall that go ∈ UG. Therefore, the
geodesic segment (γo, go) intersects the ball B(o, ρ). As d(γo, go) ≥ 2λR and
d(γo, zγ) ≤ R, d(go, gy) ≤ 2R, the geodesic segment (zγ , gy) intersects the ball
B(o, ρ+2R). Let wγ be a point in this intersection. Therefore, we get d(x,wγ) ≤
d(x, o) + d(o, wγ) ≤ 4R + ρ ≤ 5R. However, d(x,wγ) ≥ d(x, zγ) > (2λ − 3)R,
which leads to a contradiction as soon as λ ≥ 4.
Therefore, the first case holds, γo ∈ UG, so that γ has a reduced form as
γ = g′h′γ′, with g′ ∈ G \ {id}, h′ ∈ H \ {id}, γ′ ∈ Γ. We will distinguish the
cases g′ ∈ F and g′ /∈ F .
If g′ /∈ F , consider the segment [(g′)−1o, h′γ′o]. It goes from UG to UH so
that it intersects the ball Bg(o, ρ). It follows that [o, γo] intersects g′.B(o, ρ) at
a point y with d(o, y) ≥ 2λR− ρ. By Lemma 5.1, for λ large enough, the point
y is at distance less than ρ from the geodesic segment (x, γo), and therefore at
distance less than R + 1 from the geodesic segment (x, zγ). Thus, we deduce
that (x, zγ) intersects the ball g′B(o, ρ+R+ 1). As we assumed R ≥ ρ+ 1, this
ball is included in g′B(o, 2R) ⊂ G.W˜ 2RG . Moreover, as γ′ /∈ F , this intersection
(x, zγ) ∩ g′B(o, 2R) is disjoint from W˜ 2RG , and as γ /∈ F , and the intersection
is between x and zγ , this intersection is also disjoint from g.W˜ 2RG . This is a
contradiction with the hypothesis g ∈ G
W˜ 2RG
.
It remains the case g′ ∈ F , which implies in particular g′ 6= g. Consider in
this case the geodesic segment [h′γ′o, (g′)−1go]. It goes from UH to UG, so that
it intersects the ball Bg(o, ρ). It follows that [γo, go] intersects g′B(o, ρ). The
same arguments on [zγ , gy] instead of [x, zγ ] lead once again to a contradiction
with the hypothesis g ∈ G
W˜ 2RG
.
It concludes the proof, for F = FλR, for some λ ≥ 4 determined by the use
of Lemma 5.1.
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7.3.3 Ancona-like examples
On hyperbolic manifolds, the dynamics is strongly related to the spectrum of
the Laplacian. In particular, a well-known theorem of Patterson and Sullivan
relates the entropy δΓ of M = Hn+1/Γ with the bottom of the spectrum of the
Laplacian λ0(M):
Theorem 7.23 (Patterson 1976, Sullivan 1979 - 1987). Let M = Hn+1/Γ be
a complete hyperbolic manifold. If δΓ < n2 , then λ0(M) =
n2
4 . If δΓ >
n
2 , then
λ0(M) = δΓ(n− δΓ).
We present now a family of surfaces inspired by examples of Ancona [Anc],
which is particularly easy to handle using the entropy at infinity introduced
before.
Theorem 7.24. There are plenty of examples of geometrically infinite hyper-
bolic surfaces S = H2/Γ with δ∞(S) < δΓ(S).
By Theorem 7.1, all these examples have finite Bowen-Margulis measure.
We postpone a more detailed study of these examples and relations between
SPR property and spectrum of the Laplacian to our future paper [ST].
Figure 7: SPR surface
Proof. Let N = H2/Γ be a complete hyperbolic surface with n2 < δΓ < n.
Denote by g0 its metric. For example, N can be build as a nonamenable regular
cover of a compact hyperbolic surface N0. In any pair of pants decomposition
of N , choose finitely many pairs of pants P1, . . . PK . Change the metric of N
to a metric gε, which is equal to g0 far from the pants Pi, and modified in the
neighbourhood of the Pi by shrinking the lengths of the boundary geodesics
of the pants Pi to a length ε. Let Γε be a discrete group such that the new
hyperbolic surface (N, gε) is isometric to H2/Γε.
As the perturbation is compact, for all ε > 0, δ∞(gε) = δ∞(g0) < n. An
elementary computation (see for example [CCdV88, Prop. II.2 (ii)] ) gives
lim
ε→0
λ0(N, gε) = 0, therefore lim
ε→0
δΓε = n. This implies that for ε > 0 small
enough, (N, gε) has a critical gap at infinity : δΓε > δΓ0 ≥ δ∞(gε).
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7.4 SPR manifolds have finite Bowen-Margulis measure
This paragraph is devoted to the proof of the first part of Theorem 7.1 : if (M, g)
is a strongly positively recurrent manifold, then the Bowen-Margulis measure
of its geodesic flow has finite mass.
This finiteness result had been shown in [DOP00] on geometrically finite
manifolds, under the assumption that max {δP1(g), ..., δPk(g)} < δΓ, which is
exactly the SPR assumption in the geometrically finite context, although they
did not introduce this concept.
As said earlier, this result (finiteness of Bowen-Margulis measure) has been
obtained independently, by a different approach, in [Vel17].
Our proof will rely on the following theorem shown in [PS18].
Theorem 7.25 (Pit-Schapira [PS18]). Let (M, g) be a complete manifold with
negative curvatures. Then the Bowen-Margulis measure of (M, g) is finite if and
only if Γ = pi1(M) is divergent and there exists a compact set W ⊂M with nice
preimage W˜ such that Γ
W˜
satisfies∑
γ∈Γ
W˜
d(o, γo)e−δΓd(o,γo) < +∞ .
Let (M, g) be a complete strongly positively recurrent manifold: there ex-
ists a compact set W ⊂ M such that δW c(g) < δΓ(g). The second condition∑
γ∈Γ
W˜
d(o, γo)e−δΓd(o,γo) < +∞ is then automatically satisfied for W˜ a nice lift
of W . Therefore, Theorem 7.1 follows immediately from the following.
Theorem 7.26. Let (M, g) be a strongly positively recurrent manifold. Then
its fundamental group Γ is divergent.
We give first the strategy of the proof. Let (M, g) be a SPR manifold, with
Γ = pi1(M). It follows from Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan theorem (see [Rob03, p.18])
that Γ is divergent if and only if any Patterson-Sullivan measure νgo (cf Section
5.4) gives full measure to the radial limit set ΛrΓ.
Theorem 7.26 follows from a careful study of ΛrΓ. More precisely, if W is
a nice set with δW c < δΓ and nice lift W˜ , we introduce a kind of limit set
LW c of the subset ΓW˜ of Γ, see Definition 7.27 and Proposition 7.28. We
show in Proposition 7.31 that νgo (LW c) = 0. By definition, ∂M˜ \ LW c consists
in asymptotic directions of geodesics returning infinitely often in the compact
set W . In particular, it is included in the radial limit set. We deduce that
νgo (Λ
r
Γ) = 1, which implies that Γ is divergent by Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan Theorem.
Definition 7.27. Let W ⊂M be a compact subset and W˜ ⊂ M˜ a nice preimage
of W . Introduce the set
Λ
W˜
=
{
ξ ∈ ΛΓ s.t. ∃x ∈ W˜ , [x, ξ) ∩ Γ · W˜ ⊂ W˜
}
.
We call limit set of Γ out of W the set LW c = Γ · ΛW˜ .
The following proposition shows that all elements of Λ
W˜
are limit points of
Γ
W˜
·o in the boundary at infinity, and that the only limit points of Γ
W˜
·o which
are not in Λ
W˜
are endpoints of geodesic rays which do not come back inside the
interior Γ·
◦
W˜ , after leaving W˜ but touch the boundary ∂(Γ · W˜ ).
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Proposition 7.28. Let W ⊂ M be a compact subset and W˜ ⊂ M˜ a nice
preimage of W . Then
Λ
W˜
⊂ Γ
W˜
· o\Γ
W˜
· o ⊂
{
ξ ∈ ΛΓ s.t. ∃x ∈ W˜ , [x, ξ) ∩ Γ·
◦
W˜⊂ W˜
}
.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume o ∈ W˜ . We show first the left inclu-
sion. Let ξ ∈ Λ
W˜
⊂ ΛΓ. There exists a sequence (γn) of elements of Γ such
that γno → ξ. Moreover, by definition of ΛW˜ , there exists x ∈ W˜ such that
the geodesic [x, ξ) does not intersect Γ · W˜ after leaving W˜ . Thus, for n large
enough, the geodesic segment [x, γno] also leaves W˜ before returning to γnW˜ .
Let γ˜n ·W˜ be the first image of W˜ crossed by the geodesic segment [x, γno] after
leaving W˜ . By construction, γ˜n ∈ ΓW˜ . Moreover, we have
lim
n→+∞ d
g(x, γ˜no) = +∞ . (24)
Indeed, for all R > 0, there exists η > 0 such that inside the (compact) ball
Bg(x,R), the distance between [x, ξ) ∩ Bg(x,R) and Γ · W˜\W˜ is at least η.
Moreover, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that the sequence of geodesic segments
([x, γno])n∈N converges to the half geodesic [x, ξ] uniformly on Bg(x,R). Thus,
for all n large enough, [x, γno] ∩ Bg(x,R) and [x, ξ] ∩ Bg(x,R) are η2 -close, so
that [x, γn · o] does not meet Γ · W˜\W˜ on Bg(x,R), whence dg(x, γ˜no) ≥ R.
It follows from the above that the sequence of geodesic segments ([x, γ˜no])n∈N
also converges to the half geodesic [x, ξ], so that
ξ = lim
n→+∞ γ˜no ∈ ΓW˜ · o\ΓW˜ · o .
Let us now show that Γ
W˜
· o\Γ
W˜
·o ⊂
{
ξ ∈ ΛΓ s.t. ∃x ∈ W˜ , [x, ξ) ∩ Γ·
◦
W˜⊂ W˜
}
.
Let ξ ∈ Γ
W˜
· o\Γ
W˜
. There exists a sequence (γn)n∈N of elements of Γ˜W˜ such
that γno→ ξ and dg(o, γn ·o)→ +∞. By definition of ΓW˜ , for all n ≥ 0 there ex-
ist xn, yn ∈ W˜ such that the geodesic segment [xn, γnyn] intersects Γ ·W˜ only in
W˜ and γn · W˜ . Up to taking a subsequence, we can assume that xn → x∞ ∈ W˜
and yn → y∞ ∈ W˜ as n→ +∞. Once again, it follows from the compactness of
W˜ and Lemma 5.1 that the sequence of geodesic segments ([x∞, γny∞])n∈N con-
verges to [x∞, ξ] uniformly on compact sets. Therefore [x∞, ξ) cannot intersect
the interior of Γ · W˜ .
We gather in the following proposition elementary properties of the sets Λ
W˜
and LW c .
Proposition 7.29. Let (M, g) be a manifold with pinched negative curvature.
Let W ⊂ M be a nice compact set, and W˜ a nice preimage. With the above
notations,
• the set LW c = Γ ·ΛW˜ is the set of endpoints of geodesics which eventually
leave Γ · W˜ :
LW c = Γ·ΛW˜ =
{
v+ ∈ ΛΓ ; ∃v ∈ SgM˜, ∃T > 0 s.t. ∀t ≥ T, pigtv /∈ Γ · W˜
}
.
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• The limit set out of W , LW c = Γ · ΛW˜ does not depend on the choice of
nice preimage W˜ .
• If W1 ⊂W2, we have LW c2 ⊂ LW c1 .
• ΛΓ\ (LW c) ⊂ ΛrΓ, where ΛrΓ is the radial limit set.
Proof. The first property is left to the reader.
The set
{
v+ ∈ ΛΓ ; ∃v ∈ SgM˜, ∃T > 0 s.t. ∀t ≥ T, pigtv /∈ Γ · W˜
}
only de-
pends on Γ · W˜ = p−1Γ (W ), which is independent of the choice of W˜ .
If W1 ⊂W2, then for all nice preimages W˜1 and W˜2, we have
Γ · W˜1 = p−1Γ (W1) ⊂ p−1Γ (W2) = Γ · W˜2 ,
which shows the third point.
The radial limit set is the set of ξ ∈ ΛΓ such that there exists x ∈ M˜ and a
compact set K ⊂ M such that the geodesic ray [x, ξ) intersects infinitely often
the preimage p−1Γ (K). If ξ ∈ ΛΓ\
(
Λ
W˜
)
, by the above proposition, the geodesic
ray [x, ξ] intersects infinitely often the set Γ · W˜ = p−1Γ (W ), which shows the
last claim.
As seen in Section 7.3, basic examples are given by geometrically finite man-
ifolds. The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Propositions
7.17 and 7.28.
Proposition 7.30. Let (M, g) be a geometrically finite manifold with pinched
negative curvature, with k cusps C1, ..., Ck. Let W = Bg(x,R) be a large ball.
It admits a nice preimage W˜ such that
Λ
W˜
= {ξ1, ..., ξi} ,
each point ξ1, ..., ξk ∈ ΛΓ being a parabolic point fixed by a parabolic group Pi < Γ
representing the cusp Ci.
The following proposition is a detailed version of Theorem 7.26, with addi-
tional properties which will be useful in section 7.5.
Proposition 7.31. Let (M = M˜/Γ, g) be a complete manifold with Kg ≤ −a2,
with Γ = pi1(M) its fundamental group. Assume that (M, g) is SPR. Then Γ is
divergent.
Moreover, for all compact sets W ⊂ M such that δW c < δΓ, for all η ∈
(0, δΓ − δW c), there exists C = C(g,W, η, a) > 0 such that for all nice preimage
W˜ of W and all T ≥ 4diamg(W ), if
UT = UT (W˜ , g) =
{
ξ ∈ M˜ ∪ ∂M˜ ; ∃x ∈ W˜ s.t. ∀t ∈ [0, T ], [x, ξ]T ∩ ΓW ⊂ W˜ .
}
,
then the unique Patterson-Sullivan density (νgx)x∈M˜ on ΛΓ such that ν
g
o (Λ
r
Γ) = 1
satisfies
νgo (UT ) ≤ Ce−(δΓ−δWc−η)T .
In particular,
νgo (ΛW˜ ) = ν
g
o (∩T>0UT ) = 0 .
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Proof. We start with any Patterson-Sullivan density (νgx) on ΛΓ obtained as a
weak limit of an average as in section 3.4. We will show that there exists C > 0
such that for all T > 0 large enough,
νgo (UT ) ≤ Ce−(δΓ−δWc−η)T . (25)
By definition, UT is the set of points joined by a geodesic from W˜ wich, after
exiting W˜ , does not enter Γ · W˜ before time T , so that
Λ
W˜
=
⋂
T>0
UT .
Therefore, (25) implies
νgo
(
Λ
W˜
)
= 0 so that νgo (LW c) = 0 and νgo (ΛrΓ) = 1 .
By Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan Theorem, it will imply that Γ is divergent and the
Patterson-Sullivan density is unique.
If x ∈ M˜ and ξ ∈ M˜ ∪∂M˜ , set [x, ξ]T = (pigtv)t∈[0,T ], where v ∈ SgxM˜ is the
tangent vector at x of the geodesic [x, ξ].
Recall notations from Section 3.4. We omit the mention of the metric g here.
As in [Pat76], choose a positive increasing map h : R+ → R+ such that for all
η > 0, there exist Cη > 0 and rη > 0 such that
∀r ≥ rη, ∀t ≥ 0, h(t+ r) ≤ Cηeηth(r) , (26)
and the series P˜Γ(s) =
∑
γ∈Γ
h(d(o, γo)e−sd(o,γo) diverges at the critical exponent
δΓ. Construct a Patterson-Sullivan density (νx) s.t. for all x ∈ M˜ , the measure
νx is a weak limit as s→ δ+Γ of the positive finite measures
νsx =
1
P˜Γ(o, s)
∑
γ∈Γ
h(d(x, γo))e−sd(x,γo)δγo .
For all γ ∈ Γ
W˜
, define O
W˜
(γ · W˜ ) as the set of y ∈ M˜ ∪ ∂M˜ such that there
exists v ∈ SgW˜ such that the first intersection of the geodesic ray (pigtv)t≥0
with Γ · W˜ , after the first exit of W˜ is in γ · W˜ , and the point y belongs to
(pigtv)t≥0.
By definition of UT and ΓW˜ , and triangular inequality, for all T > 0 and
α ∈ Γ, if αo ∈ UT , there exists γ ∈ ΓW˜ such that αo ∈ OW˜ (γ · W˜ ) and
d(o, γo) ≥ T − 2D, with D = diam(W˜ ). Indeed, choose γ so that γW˜ is the
first copy of W˜ intersected by all geodesic segments from W˜ to αo after exiting
W˜ inside ΓW˜ .
In other words, we have
Γ · o ∩ UT ⊂
⋃
γ∈Γ
W˜
,d(o,γ·o)≥T−2D
O
W˜
(γ · W˜ ). (27)
Fix s > δΓ and recall from section 3.4 that for all x, y ∈ M˜ and ξ ∈ Γ · o,
dνsy
dνsx
(ξ) = e−s(d(y,ξ)−d(x,ξ))
h(d(y, ξ))
h(d(x, ξ))
.
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Therefore, for all γ ∈ Γ
W˜
,
νso
(
O
W˜
(γ · W˜ )
)
= νsγ−1o
(
O
γ−1W˜ (W˜ )
)
=
∫
O
γ−1W˜ (W˜ )
e−s(d(γ
−1o,ξ)−d(o,ξ))h(d(γ
−1o, ξ))
h(d(o, ξ))
dνso(ξ) .
Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that as soon as d(o, γo) > 2D, for all ξ ∈
O
γ−1W˜ (W˜ ), d(γ
−1o, ξ) ≥ d(γ−1o, o) + d(o, ξ)− C, which implies by (26) that
e−s(d(γ
−1o,ξ)−d(o,ξ))h(d(γ
−1o, ξ))
h(d(o, ξ))
≤ esCCηe−s(d(γ−1o,o)eηd(γ−1o,o) .
Therefore, as νo(∂M˜) = 1, there exists Cη > 0 such that for all γ ∈ ΓW˜ with
d(o, γo) > 2D and s > δΓ,
νso
(
O
W˜
(γ · W˜ )
)
≤ Cηe(−s+η)d(o,γ·o) .
By (27), for all T > 4D, we get
νso(UT ) ≤ Cη
∑
γ∈Γ
W˜
d(o,γ·o)≥T−2D
e(−s+η)d(o,γ·o) .
Taking any weak limit as s→ δ+Γ , we obtain
νgo (UT ) ≤ Cη
∑
γ∈Γ
W˜
d(o,γ·o)≥T−2D
e(−δΓ+η)d(o,γ·o) .
As δΓ − η > δW c , the right hand side decreases exponentially fast as T → +∞.
As mentioned as the beginning of the proof, by Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan, we deduce
that Γ is divergent so that Theorem 7.26 is proven.
Let us prove now the end of the statement of Proposition 7.31. The Patterson-
Sullivan νgo is the weak limit as s→ δ+Γ of νso =
1
PΓ(o, s)
∑
γ∈Γ
e−sd(o,γo). Repeting
exactly the same computations, setting h ≡ 1, we get that there exists Ca > 0,
depending only on the curvature upperbound, such that for all T ≥ 4D
νgo (UT ) ≤ eδΓCa
∑
γ∈Γ
W˜
d(o,γo)≥T−2D
e(−δΓ)d(o,γo).
We get therefore that for all T ≥ 4D,
νgo (UT ) ≤ eδΓ(Ca+2D)e−(δΓ−δWc−η)T
∑
γ∈Γ
W˜
e−(δWc+η)d(o,γo),
which is precisely the desired estimate with
C(η, g,W, a) = eδΓ(Ca+2D)
∑
γ∈Γ
W˜
e−(δWc+η)d(o,γo). (28)
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Under the above assumption, the Patterson-Sullivan measure νgo gives full
mass to the set of endpoints of lifts of geodesics of (M, g) which come back
infinitely often in W . This set is in general strictly smaller than the radial limit
set. The product structure of the Bowen-Margulis measure (see section 3.4)
implies the following useful fact.
Corollary 7.32. Under the same assumptions, let W ⊂M be any compact set
such that δW c(g) < δΓ(g). Then the Bowen-Margulis measure of SgM is finite
and gives full mass to the set of bi-infinite geodesics which intersect infinitely
often W in the past and in the future.
7.5 Entropy variation for SPR manifolds
As mentionned earlier, the original motivation of this article was to find rea-
sonnable geometric assumptions on non-compact manifolds with negative cur-
vature such that the entropy is regular under a small variation of the metric. In
this subsection, our aim is to finish the proof of Theorem 7.1.
Let (gε)ε∈(−1,1) be a uniformly C1 family of complete metrics on the manifold
M such that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), −b2 ≤ Kgε ≤ −a2 for some b > a > 0, and
(M, g0) is SPR.
Let W ⊂M be a compact subset such that δW c(g0) < δΓ(g0), and let W˜ be
a nice preimage of W . For r > 0, denote by Wr = {x ∈ M ; dg0(x,W ) ≤ r} the
(g0, r)-neighbourhood of W . Note that δW cr (g0) ≤ δW c(g0) ≤ δ∞(g0) < δΓ(g0).
Denote by W˜r a nice preimage of Wr such that W˜ ⊂ W˜r. Observe that γ · W˜r
is the (g0, r)-neighbourhood of γ · W˜ .
Lemma 7.33. For all r > 0, there exists a finite set F ⊂ Γ and ε0 > 0 such
that for all ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0), we have
Γ
W˜2r
(g0) ⊂
⋃
α,β∈F
αΓ
W˜r
(gε)β and ΓW˜r (gε) ⊂
⋃
α,β∈F
αΓ
W˜
(g0)β .
Proof. We prove the right inclusion, the left one is proved similarly.
Let D = diamg0(W˜ ) and D′ = e1(D + 1), so that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1),
diamgε(W˜r) ≤ D′. It follows from Section 5 that there exists ε0 > 0 such that
for all ε ∈ (ε0, ε0) x, y ∈ W˜r, and γ ∈ ΓW˜r , the gε-geodesic between x and γy
is at distance less than r to the g0-geodesic between x and y. Reasoning as in
Proposition 7.9 leads to the desired result.
This lemma leads to the following corollary, which implies the first item of
Theorem 7.1.
Corollary 7.34. Let (gε)ε∈(−1,1) be a uniformly C1 family of complete metrics
on the manifold M such that for all ε ∈ (−1, 1), −b2 ≤ Kgε ≤ −a2 for some
b > a > 0, and (M, g0) is SPR. Then for all α > 0 and r > 0, there exists
ε0 > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0), we have
e−αδW2r (g0) ≤ δWr (gε) ≤ eαδW c(g0).
In particular, the entropy at infinity ε 7→ δ∞(gε) is continuous at ε = 0, and if
α > 0 is small enough, gε is SPR for ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0).
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Proof. Let r, α > 0 be fixed, and choose ε0 as in Lemma 7.33. For all γ ∈ Γ,
we have dgε(o, γo) ≥ e−ε/2dg0(o, γo). Therefore, for all ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0) we get
δWr (gε) ≤ eε/2δW c(g0) ≤ eαδW c(g0) up to reducing ε0. The other inequality is
proved similarly.
Let us show now the last item of Theorem 7.1, that is that the mass of
the Bowen-Margulis measure of gε varies continuously. This will rely on the
following estimate, which is a uniform version of Proposition 7.31.
Lemma 7.35. For all δ0 ∈ (0, δΓ(g0) − δ∞(g0)) and β ∈ (0, δ0), there exists a
compact set W ⊂M with nice preimage W˜ , ε0 > 0 and C > 0 such that for all
ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0), we have δΓ(gε)− δW c(gε) ≥ δ0 and
νgεo (UT (W˜ , gε)) ≤ Ce−βT ,
where UT (W˜ , gε) is defined as in Proposition 7.31.
Proof. Let δ0 ∈ (0, δΓ(g0) − δ∞(g0)) be fixed. By the above corollary, for |ε|
small enough, (M, gε) is SPR and has therefore a finite Bowen-Margulis. Choose
α > 0 small enough and a large enough compact set W ⊂M so that δ∞(g0) ≤
δW c(g0) ≤ eαδ∞(g0). Let r > 0 small enough and ε0 > 0 given by Corollary
7.34 be such that for all ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0),
e−αδW c(g0) ≤ δWr (gε) ≤ eαδW c(g0) .
Up to decreasing α > 0, we can therefore assume that for all ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0),
δΓ(gε)− δWr (gε) ≥ δ0 > 0 .
Let β ∈ (0, δ0) and W˜r nice preimage of Wr be fixed. Define D > 0 as D =
sup
ε∈(−ε0,ε0)
diam(W˜r). For all ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0), let UεT = UT (W˜r, gε) be defined as in
Proposition 7.31. By the last estimate in the proof of Proposition 7.31, there
exists Ca > 0, only depending on the curvature upperbound of the metrics gε,
such that for all T > 4D,
νgε0 (U
ε
T ) ≤ eδΓ(gε)(Ca+2D)e−βT
∑
γ∈Γ
W˜r(gε)
e−(δWr (gε)+β)d
gε (o,γo).
Therefore,
νgε0 (U
ε
T ) ≤ eKe−βT
∑
γ∈Γ
W˜ (g0)
e−(e
−εδW (g0)+α)e−εdg0 (o,γ·o),
where K ∈ R is independent of ε. Up to reducing α > 0 and ε0 > 0, we can
suppose that e−αδW (g0) + β)e−ε > δW (g0) +
β
2
. Therefore, we get that for all
ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0),
νgε0 (U
ε
T ) ≤ Ce−βT , (29)
with C > 0 being independent of ε. This concludes the proof of Lemma 7.35,
the compact set W of the statement being the set Wr of the proof.
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Let us now conclude the proof of Theorem 7.1. Let W ⊂ M , W˜ ⊂ M˜
and β, ε0, C > 0 satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 7.35. For all R > 0, set as
usual WR = {x ∈ M ; dg0(x,W ) ≤ R}. We have shown in Theorem 5.14 that,
under our current hypotheses, the Bowen-Margulis measure ε 7→ mgεBM varies
continuously for the weak-* convergence, i.e. on the dual of compactly supported
maps. In particular, for all fixed compact set K ⊂ M with mg0BM (∂Sg0K) = 0,
the map ε 7→ mgεBM (SgεK) is continuous at ε = 0. Therefore the following
lemma will imply Theorem 7.1.
Lemma 7.36. With the above notations, for all α > 0, there exists R0 > 0
such that for all R ≥ R0 and all ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0), we have
mgεBM (S
gε(M\WR)) ≤ α .
Proof. Let R > 8diam(W ) be fixed and let OR = M\WR. By Corollary 7.32,
for all ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0), since δW c(gε) < δΓ(gε), the Bowen-Margulis measure mgεBM
gives full mass to the set of vectors which hit infinitely often W in the past and
in the future. In particular,
mgεBM (S
gεOR) = m
gε
BM
 ∐
n≥R−1
Oεn
 ,
where Oεn is defined for all integers n ≥ R− 1 by
Oεn =
{
v ∈ SgεOR ; ∃t ∈ [n, n+ 1[ s.t. ∀s ∈ [0, t), pig−sv /∈W and pig−tε v ∈W
}
.
Therefore, since the Bowen-Margulis measuremgεBM is invariant under the geodesic
flow (gtε),
mgεBM (S
gεOR) =
∑
n≥R−1
mgεBM (O
ε
n) =
∑
n≥R−1
mgεBM
(
g−nε (O
ε
n)
)
Now, by definition for all v ∈ g−nε (Oεn), there exists t ∈ [0, 1) such that w =
g−n−tε v ∈ SgεW and for all s ∈ [0, n], we have pigsw /∈W .
Let us write
A˜εn =
{
v ∈ SgεW˜ ;∃t ∈ [n, n+ 1) s.t. ∀s ∈ (0, t), pigsεv /∈ γ · W˜ and pigtv ∈ γ · W˜
}
.
The reader will easily check that
⋃
s∈[0,1)
gsεA
ε
n ⊂ SgεM˜ projects onto g−n(Oεn).
Moreover, as soon as ε0 is small enough, since gε ≥ e−εg0 ≥ 14g0, all vectors
v ∈ A˜εn have a point at infinity v+ which satisfies v+ ∈ Un/2(W˜ , gε). As the
map
v 7→ eδΓ(gε)(Bv+ (o,piv)+Bv− (o,piv)
is uniformly bounded in v ∈ W and ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0), the product structure of the
Bowen-Margulis measure (see section 3.4) implies
mgεBM (O
ε
n) = m
gε
BM (g
−n
ε (O
ε
n)) ≤ 2Kνgεo (ΛΓ)× νgεo (Uεn/2),
which eventually gives by Lemma 7.35
mgεBM (O
ε
n) ≤ 2KCe−
α
2 n,
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where C and α do not depend on ε. Therefore, we get
mgεBM (S
gεOR) ≤ 2KC
∑
n≥R−1
e−
α
2 n ≤ ε
as soon as R is large enough.
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